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Abstract
Radial Basis Function (RBF) Neural Networks and Support Vector Machines
(SVM) are two powerful kernel related intelligent data mining techniques.
The current major problems with these methods are over-fitting and the existence of too many free parameters. The way to select the parameters can
directly affect the generalization performance(test error) of theses models.
Current practice in how to choose the model parameters is an art, rather
than a science in this research area. Often, some parameters are predetermined, or randomly chosen. Other parameters are selected through repeated
experiments that are time consuming, costly, and computationally very intensive. In this dissertation, we provide a two-stage analytical hybrid-training
algorithm by building a bridge among regression tree, EM algorithm, and
Radial Basis Function Neural Networks together. Information Complexity
(ICOMP) criterion of Bozdogan along with other information based criteria
are introduced and applied to control the model complexity, and to decide
the optimal number of kernel functions. In the first stage of the hybrid, regression tree and EM algorithm are used to determine the kernel function
parameters. In the second stage of the hybrid, the weights (coefficients) are
calculated and information criteria are scored. Kernel Principal Component
Analysis (KPCA) using EM algorithm for feature selection and data preprocessing is also introduced and studied. Adaptive Support Vector Machines
(ASVM) and some efficient algorithms are given to deal with massive data
sets in support vector classifications. Versatility and efficiency of the new
proposed approaches are studied on real data sets and via Monte Carlo simulation experiments.
iii

Keywords and Phrases: Intelligent Data Mining; Kernel Functions; Regression Trees; Radial Basis Functions (RBFs); Support Vector Machines
(SVM); and Information Criteria.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This dissertation explores the kernel related data mining techniques. It is
mainly concentrated on two internal related topics: Regularization radial
basis function network and support vector machines. This work is concerned
in particular with developing some new algorithms and methods that perform
well to solve the real data mining problems. Part of this work has been related
to apply Dr. Bozdogan’s new information criteria (ICOMP) to the neural
network regularization. To that end, we begin with a review of data mining,
artificial neural networks, information criteria, and support vector machines.

1.1

Data Mining

In recent years, massive quantities of business and research data have been
collected and stored, partly due to the plummeting cost of data storage and
due to the belief that there is valuable information implicitly coded within
the data. Much interest has therefore arisen in how to “mine” the data to
provide useful information. The phrases data mining and knowledge discov1

ery in databases (or KDD) are both used to describe this process. More
specifically , KDD can be defined as “the non-trivial process of identifying
valid, novel, potentially useful , and ultimately understandable patterns in
data”. Data mining is likewise defined as “ a step in KDD process consisting of enumeration of patterns (or models) over the data”. There are many
different data mining algorithms, each designed to address a specific KDD
goal. Two particular types of data mining algorithms are those that address
classification and regression problems.
The task of classification is that of “assigning things to categories or
classes determined by their properties”. Regression, on the other hand, attempts to predict a specific numerical quantity of something based on its
properties.
Data Mining as a discipline shares much in common with machine learning, neural networks, and statistics, as all of these endeavors aim to make
predictions about data. An important distinction is illustrated by another
definition of data mining, namely “finding interesting trends or patterns in
large data sets, in order to guide decisions about future activities”. One distinguishing characteristic of the data mining viewpoint is the consideration
of managing the data. Many traditional statistical algorithms which perform
efficiently on small data sets do not necessarily work well when applied to
data sets which are hundreds of megabytes or gigabytes in size. In part of this
thesis, we have tried to produce some algorithms that will work on massive
data sets, e.g. millions of data points. Our hope is that such a algorithm will
eventually be used for applications in the analysis of financial data, world
Wide Web logs, or other large business databases.

2

1.2

Machine Learning and Neural Networks

Machine learning is generally considered to be an area of study within the
large field of artificial intelligence. One definition of machine learning is “the
field of scientific study that concentrates on induction algorithms and on
other algorithms that can be said to ‘learn’. ” Induction include classification
and regression , the two problems of interest in this thesis.
The basic idea that underlies learning is induction: the ability to infer
general rules from particular observations. From an abstract point of view
inductive learning means to construct a general model of a phenomenon
given by a set of specific instances of it. Depending on the case, a model can
correspond to a concept, a mathematical function, an automata, and so on.
Artificial neural networks are the most important and popular methods
for machine learning. They are defined as information processing systems inspired by the structure of the brain (Caudill & Butler, 1990) and constructed
from interconnecting process elements which are analogous to neurons.
Radial Basis Function Networks (RBFNs) are particular kind of neural
networks which are characterized by having kernel functions in the hidden
layer. The kernel functions have radial symmetry with respect to a center.
Usually the kernel function is bell-shaped Gaussian, thus the activation of
the unit has a maximum in the center and is almost equal to zero far from it.
This feature entails the possibility to modify a unit of the network without
affecting the overall behavior and turns out to be very useful in order to
implement incremental learning strategies.

3

1.2.1

RBFNs Architecture

The approximation strategy used in RBFN consists of approximating an unknown function with a linear combination of non-linear functions, called basis
functions. These basis functions are radial functions (also called Gaussian
kernel function), i.e., they have radial symmetry with respect to a center.
Let Rn be an input vector space, representing the domain of the function
f (x̃) to approximate, and x̃ is a point in Rn . Suppose there are m centers,
the general form for a RBFN is given by the following expression:
f (x̃) =

m
X

j=1

ωj kj (||x̃ − c˜j ||),

(1.1)

where k(||.− c˜j ||) is a non-linear radial function with center at c˜j and ||x̃− c˜j ||j
denotes the distance of x̃ from the center and ωj is a real number (weight).
Each basis function is radial because its dependence from x̃ is only through
the term ||x̃ − c˜j ||j .
Many alternative choices are possible for the function k(z): triangular,
car-box, or Gaussian kernel. We usually choose k(z) in such a way that
following conditions hold:
k(−z) = k(z),
lim k(z) = 0.

z→±∞

A common choice for the distance function ||.||j is the quadratic form:
||x̃||j = x̃Qj x̃T ,
where x̃j is a row vector and Qj is a positive definite matrix. In the
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literature, Qj is often taken to be diagonal:
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In the simplest case all the diagonal elements of Qj are equal qjj
= q j so

that Qj = q j I. In this case, the radiality of the basis function is proper and
if the function k(z) fades to zero as z goes to infinity,

1
qj

can be interpreted

as the width of the j-th basis function.
For the notational purposes it is also common to write:
k(||x̃ − c̃j ||j ) = kj (||x̃ − c̃j ||),
where the information about the distance function ||.||j is contained into
the function kj (x).
A typical radial function is the Gaussian kernel, which, in the case of a
scalar input, is
k(x) = exp(−

(x − c)2
).
q2

Following Figure (1.1) illustrates a scalar Gaussian RBF with center c = 0
and q = 1.
A Gaussian kernel RBF monotonically decreases with distance from the
center. Gaussian -like RBFs are local in the sense of giving a significant
response only in the neighborhood near the center.
It is also possible to define a normalized version of the RBFN as:
Pm

ωj k(||x̃ − c̃j ||j )
.
j=1 k(||x̃ − c̃j ||j )

f (x̃) = Pj=1
m
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Figure 1.1: Gaussian kernel RBF.
Different types of output, continuous or Boolean, may be needed depending on the type of the target function. In order to obtain a Boolean output
fB we need to compose function f and a derivable threshold function σ:
fB (x̃) = σ(f (x̃)),
usually σ(x) is a sigmoid (i.e., logistic function) given by:
σ(x) =

1
,
1 + ecx

whose first derivative is:
dσ(x)
= σ(x)(1 − σ(x)).
dx
The postive constant c expresses the steepness of the threshold.
Some new names in neural networks are given for concepts already familiar to Statisticians (Kay and Titterington, 1999). Table 1.1 gives some
examples. Such terms are used interchangeably in this thesis.
6

Table 1.1: Equivalent terms in statistics and neural networks

1.3

Statistics

Neural Networks

model

network

estimation

learning

regression

supervised learning

interpolation

generalisation

observations

training set

parameters

weights

independent variables

inputs

dependent variables

outputs

Support Vector Machine

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a learning system that uses the linear
combination of a set of nonlinear kernel functions (same as RBF networks),
trained with a learning algorithm using optimization theory. This learning
strategy introduced by Vapnik and his co-workers in 1995. Currently this
approach is becoming a very powerful method. In this thesis, we will introduce this kernel based learning method within the classification framework,
since it has been proven that SVM regression is the same as kernel ridge
regression. For more information, the readers are referred to the references
provided in this thesis.

7

1.3.1

Linear Support Vector Machine

First we review the concepts of linear separation of two-class dataset, separating hyperplane and margin of separation, and then introduce the concept
of maximum margin separating hyperplane.
Definition 1 (Linear Separability). A set of labeled two class training
examples
xj ∈ R n

(x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xl , yl );

y ∈ {−1, 1}

is said to be linearly separable by separating hyperplane w T x − b = 0 if
there exists a vector w ∈ Rn and a scalar b such that
w T xi − b ≥ 1
wT xi − b ≤ −1

if

yi = 1,

yi = −1,

if

i = 1, . . . , l.

The above two inequalities can be written in a compact form:
yi (wT xi − b) ≥ 1,

yi ∈ {−1, 1},

i = 1, . . . , l.

The hyperplane wT x − b = 0 is called the separating hyperplane, and the two
hyperplanes wT x−b = ±1 are called the supporting hyperplanes. The vectors
xi satisfying wT x − b = ±1 are called the support vector of the separation.
Definition 2 (Margin of Separation). The Margin of Separation
ρ(w, b) is defined as the distance between the two nearest points on each side
of the hyperplane, and is given by
ρ(w, b) = min{x:y=1}

wT x
wT x
− max{x:y=−1}
.
||w||
||w||

According to Definition 1,
α = min{x:y=1}

b+1
wT x
=
,
||w||
||w||

β = max{x:y=−1}
8

wT x
b−1
=
.
||w||
||w||

Hence, the margin of separation is
ρ(w, b) = α − β =

2
.
||w||

If we try to find an optimal hyperplane (w ∗ , b∗ ) maximizing the distance
ρ(w, b). i.e.,
ρ(w∗ , b∗ ) =
subject to:
yi (wT xi − b) ≥ 1,

2
2
= max
∗
||w ||
||w||
yi ∈ {−1, 1} , i = 1, . . . , l.

(1.2)

(1.3)

This objective function is equivalent to minimizing ||w||. When using the
L2 norm, we can formulate the following quadratic program (QP):
1
min ||w||2
2

(1.4)

subject to:
yi (wT xi − b) ≥ 1,

yi ∈ {−1, 1} , i = 1, . . . , l.

The dual problem of (1.4) is:
M inα W (α) =

l
l
l X
X
1X
αi
αi αj yi yj hxi , xj )i −
2 i=1 j=1
i=1

(1.5)

subject to:
l
X

αi yi = 0,

i=1

αi ≥ 0,

i = 1, . . . , l.

If αi∗ solves the dual (1.5), then the solution of primal (1.4) is
w∗ =

l
X

αi∗ yi xi

i=1

αi∗ ≥ 0,

i = 1, . . . , l.

(1.6)

those xi with αi∗ > 0 are called support vectors.
The support vector classifier is
f (x) = sign(w∗T x − b).
9

(1.7)

A+

w’x = b+1

w’x =b

A-

2/||w||

w’x =b-1

Figure 1.2: Linear Classification using SVM.

Figure (1.2) is an example of linear classification using support vector machine.

1.3.2

Kernel Substitution and Mercer’s Theorem

The idea of kernel substitution is equivalent to introducing an implicit mapping of the data into a high-dimensional feature space. This means nonlinear
datasets which are inseparable in the input space become separable in feature
space. In input space the hypothesis model for the data is in the following
form:
f (x) = hw, xi − b.
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As we saw in the last subsection, the weight vector w can be written as:
w=

l
X

α i yi x i ,

i=1

then the decision function can be written as
f (x) =

l
X
i=1

αi yi hxi , xi + b.

The data points in above equation only appear in the form of inner products. Justifying kernel substitution and with the choice of kernel implicitly
selecting a particular feature space:
K(xi , xj ) = hφ(xi ), φ(xj )i
This raises the question of which type of kernel functions are allowed. The
requirements on the kernel function are defined by the two theorems below.
First we observe that the kernel function is symmetric. In addition we also
note that for a real vector v we have
vT Kv = ||

l
X
i=1

vi φ(xi )||2 ≥ 0,

where the matrix K has components K(xi , xj ). This suggest the following
theorem which can be proven:
Theorem 1.1: Let K(x, y) be a real function on a finite input space, then
it is a kernel function if and only if the matrix K with components K(xi , xj )
is positive semi-definite.
More generally for D ⊂ RN we have:
Theorem 1.2 (Mercer’s theorem): If K(x, y) is a continuous symmetric
kernel of a positive integral operator T , that is,
(T f )(y) =

Z

D

K(x, y)f (x)dx
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with:

Z

D×D

K(x, y)f (x)f (y)dxdy ≥ 0

for all f ∈ L2 (D), then it can be expanded in a uniformly convergent series
in the eigen-functions ψj and positive eigenvalues λj of T , thus:
K(x, y) =

n
X

λj ψj (x)ψj (y),

j=1

where n is the number of positive eigenvalues.
This theorem holds for general compact spaces, and generalizes the requirement to infinite feature spaces. Hence, Theorem 1.2 generalizes the
semi-positivity condition for finite spaces given in Theorem 1.1.

1.3.3

Support Vector Machine with Kernels

In the case that the training data (the data set used to build the model) is not
linearly separable, but can be separated by some nonlinear surface, the SVM
has been generalized to find the optimal separating surface. The basic idea is
that the data from the input space is mapped to a higher dimensional feature
space first, and then SVM constructs an optimal separating hyperplane in
the higher dimensional feature space that corresponds to a nonlinear classifier
in the input space. Examples of kernel functions are Polynomial, Gaussian,
and Radial Basis Functions (RBF). In the case that the training data can
not be separated by a nonlinear surface, we will still be able to use the same
kernel function to construct an optimal hyperplane which maximizes the soft
margin in the higher dimensional feature space. For the relative concepts
and formulas, see (Cristianini and Taylor, 2000).
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Figure 1.3: Nonlinear Classification Using SVM.

The dual formulation of the SVM with kernels is given as follows:
l X
l
l
X
1X
M inα
αi αj yi yj K(xi , xj ) −
αi
2 i=1 j=1
i=1
l
X

yi αi = 0,

(1.8)

i=1

0 ≤ αi ≤ C,

i = 1, . . . , l,

which is very similar to (1.5), and it is a quadratic program with variables l,
one constraint, and l bounds.
The resulting classifier has the form:
f (x, α) = sign(

n
X
i=1

yi αi K(x, xi ) − b),

(1.9)

where n is the number of support vectors, the xi for which αi 6= 0, and K(.)
is the kernel function.
Figure (1.3) is an example of nonlinear classification using SVM.
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1.4

Organization of This Dissertation

This dissertation consists of eight chapters. This chapter is an introduction
and review. We first introduce some data mining and its related concepts,
and then we introduce the concepts and structures of the RBF neural networks and support vector machines. The terminology differences of neural
networks and traditional statistics are also given in this chapter.
Chapter 2 presents the overfitting problems in statistical learning and
the related error functions. It derives the least square error function from
maximizing likelihood estimate (MLE) based on special assumption for the
conditional probability distribution. We show that multivariate regression
is the same as multiple regression when optimizing the least square error.
Information criteria which are the error functions with a penalty term besides
MLE are also given in this chapter.
Chapter 3 explores the subset selection and how to pick the centers for
RBF networks using regression tree and information criteria. Information
criteria and regression tree are both popular statistical tools. We show that
combining the regression tree, information criteria, and RBF networks can
improve the performance of RBF neural networks.
Chapter 4 improves the performance of the nonparametric multivariate
regression through using EM algorithm. Our experiments show EM algorithm can be used to tune the kernel parameters in the RBF networks. The
combination of the various tools such as the regression tree, information criteria, EM algorithm and RBF networks allows us to achieve better performance
in data mining.
In Chapter 5 we study the RBF networks for classification using new
14

power exponential (PE) kernel functions. The PE kernels are more general
than Gaussian kernel functions. We introduce this new class of kernel functions and try to combine them with EM. Instead of using linear output and
least square error function, we introduce nonlinear sigmoid function and cross
entropy error function into RBF network. The resulting networks are easy
to use , and have favorable classification accuracy.
Chapter 6 stands a little a part from the rest of the thesis. In this chapter, we mainly concentrate on kernel PCA for feature selection in a higher
dimensional feature space. We first introduce the usefulness of EM algorithm
for standard PCA. We then present the kernel PCA. Kernel PCA is a nonlinear extension of PCA based on the kernel transformation. It requires the
eigenvalue decomposition of a so-called kernel matrix of size N × N . In this
contribution we propose an expectation maximization (EM) approach for
performing kernel principal component analysis. Moreover we will introduce
an online algorithm of EM for PCA. We show this to be a computationally
efficient method especially when the number of data points is large.
In Chapter 7, we discuss adaptive support vector machines (ASVMs).
Since there are many parameters in the kernel functions of SVMs, tuning
the smoothing parameters can certainly improve the performance of classification. The general literature of SVM does not discuss in detail the subject
of tuning the various user defined parameters. In this chapter, we will explore the trade-off between maximum margin and classification errors and
do the experiments to estimate the best kernel parameters. We also give
some LSVM algorithms without using constrained quadratic programming
packages. Computations for toy and real life data are performed.
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Finally, in Chapter 8, we summarize the contributions of the research and
point out some directions for future work.
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Chapter 2
Error Functions and
Regularization
Error function, also called energy function, is the objective function that need
to be minimized in neural network and statistics. Different error functions
lead to different computing algorithms, In this chapter, we will derive several
Error Functions from probability distribution theory. we also claim that all
the information criteria are error functions with penalty terms. The penalty
terms in the information criteria are used to control the model complexity
and the regularization.

2.1

Error functions

In both traditional statistics and neural networks, the basic goal of regression
is to model the conditional distribution of the output variables, conditional
on the input variables. The goal of classification is to model the posterior
probabilities of class membership based on the input variables. As we know
17

the central goal in network training is not to memorize the training data
(i.e., to minimize the training error), but rather to model the underlying
mechanism that generated the data so that the best possible predictions for
the output vector t can be made when the trained network is subsequently
presented with a new value for the input x. The most general and complete
description of the generator of the data is in terms of the probability density
p(x, t) in the joint input-target space. If we decompose the joint probability
density into a product of the conditional density of the target data, conditional on the input data, and the unconditional density of input data, we
get:
p(x, t) = p(t|x)p(x),

(2.1)

where p(t|x) denotes the probability density of t given that x takes particular
value, while p(x) represents the unconditional density of x and is given by
p(x) =

Z

p(x, t)dt.

(2.2)

The density p(x) plays an important role in the procedures choosing the basis
function parameters for a radial function network (Chapter 4). However, for
the purpose of making predictions of t for new values of x, it is the conditional
density p(t|x) which we need to model.
Most error functions are motivated from the principle of maximum likelihood or from the principle of Bayesian estimation. For a set of training data
(tn , xn ), the likelihood can be written as
L=

Y
n

p(xn , tn ) =

Y
n

p(tn |xn )p(xn ),

(2.3)

where we have assumed that each data point (xn , tn ) is drawn independently
from the same distribution. It is convenient to minimize the negative log18

arithm of the likelihood (maximize the logarithm of the likelihood). We,
therefore, minimize
E = − log L = −

X
n

log p(tn |xn ) −

X

log p(xn ),

(2.4)

n

where E is called error function or energy function. A neural network can
be regarded as a framework for modeling the conditional probability density
p(t|x) (Bishop, 1995). The second term in (2.4) does not depend on the network parameters, and can be dropped from the error function. We therefore
have
E=−

X
n

log p(tn |xn ).

(2.5)

Different choices of the error functions arise from different assumptions
about the form p(t|x).

2.1.1

Sum-of-Squares Error

For interpolation problems, consider the case of k target variables tm where
m = 1, . . . , k. Suppose that the distributions of the different target variables
are independent, so that we can write
p(t|x) =

k
Y

m=1

p(tm |x).

(2.6)

The targets t consist of continuous quantities whose values we are trying
to predict. In this case, it is reasonable to assume p(tm |x) is Gaussian. More
specifically we assume that the target variable tn is given by some function
of x with added Gaussian noise ε, given by
tm = fm (x) + εm .
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(2.7)

We now assume that the errors εm have a normal distribution with zero means
and standard deviation σ which does not depend on x or on m. Under this
assumption, the distribution of εm is given by
p(εm ) =

ε2m
1
exp(−
).
(2πσ 2 )1/2
2σ 2

(2.8)

Let the output of the function fm (x) be ym (x; w) where w is the set of
weight parameters governing the neural network mapping. The probability
distribution of target variables is given by
p(tm |x) =

{ym (x, w) − tm }2
1
exp(
).
(2πσ 2 )1/2
2σ 2

(2.9)

Therefore, the error function related to p(tm |x) is
E=

k
N X
Nk
1 X
{ym (xn ; w) − tnm }2 + N k log σ +
log(2π).
2
2σ n=1 m=1
2

(2.10)

We note that, for the purpose of minimizing the error, the second and third
terms on the right hand side of (2.10) are independent of the weights w and
they can be omitted. Similarly, the overall factor

1
σ2

in the first term can

also be omitted. We then finally obtain the familiar expression for the sum
of square error function
E=

N X
k
1X
{ym (xn ; w) − tnm }2
2 n=1 m=1

=

N
1X
||y(xn ; w) − tn ||2 .
2 n=1

(2.11)

(2.12)

Having found a set of values w∗ for the weights which minimize the error,
the optimal value for σ can then be found by minimizing of E in (2.10)with
respect to σ. This explicit result is given as follows
σ2 =

k
N X
1 X
{ym (xn ; w) − tnm }2
N k n=1 m=1
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(2.13)

which says that the optimal value of σ 2 is proportional to the residual value
of the sum of squares error function at its minimum.
Here, we derived sum square error function from the principle of maximum likelihood on the assumption of Gaussian distributed target data. If
we derive the error function,within the Bayesian framework, we can get a
similar error function with an additional regularization term (Bishop 1995):
E=

N
λ
1X
||y(xn ; w) − tn ||2 + ||w||2 ,
2 n=1
2

(2.14)

where λ is the unknown regularization parameter. It may take different
values for different learning problems. How to pick the optimal λ is an
unsolved problem in the literature. We will discuss this topic in chapter 7.
Equation (2.14) is one of the most important formulas in this thesis. Both
regularization neural networks and support vector machines are more or less
derived from this equation.
Finally, using SSE as an error function shows that the targets (output)
have a single global variance σ. This may be a poor assumption for many
application problems. One way is to use more general distribution for the
target data (output). For example, we may write the target distribution in
the form
p(tm |x) =

1
{ym (x; w) − tm }2
+
.
2 (x)
(2π)1/2 σm (x)
2σm

(2.15)

Using the negative logarithm of the likelihood function as before, and omitting the additive constant, we obtain
E=

N X
X

n=1

{ym (x; w) − tnm }2
(logσm (xn ) + exp(−
).
2 (x )
2σm
n
m

(2.16)

Another way is to use the conditional mixture model. This will be discussed in later chapters.
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2.1.2

Cross Entropy

For classification problem, the outputs are binary, its distribution can not
be Gaussian. But we may still use the SSE as the error function. More
appropriate assumption about the distributions have been provided during
the last decade of research. First, we consider problems involving two classes.
let y represent the posterior probability P (C1|x) for class C1. The posterior
probability of class C2 will then be given by P (C2|x) = 1 − y. Therefore the
probability of observing either target value is
p(t|x) = y t (1 − y)1−t ,

(2.17)

which is the well known Bernouli distribution. Assuming all the data points
are independent, the likelihood of the training data set is given by
Y

(yn )tn (1 − yn )1−tn .

(2.18)

The relative error function is the negative logarithm of the likelihood. This
leads to the cross entropy error function
E=−

X
n

{tn logyn + (1 − tn )log(1 − yn )}.

(2.19)

The entropy is interpreted as amount of information or ’degree of surprise’,
which is obtained when particular event has occurred.
Similarly, for the multiple class problem, we consider the network with
one output ym for each class and target data which has a 1-of-k coding
scheme. so that tnm = δml for a pattern n from class Cl . The probability of
observing the set of target values tnm = δml , given an input vector xn is just
p(Cl |x) = yl . The value of the conditional distribution for this pattern can
22

therefore be written as
p(tn |xn ) =

k
Y

(ynm )tnm .

(2.20)

m=1

The negative logarithm of the likelihood function or the error function is
E=−

k
XX

tnm log ynm .

(2.21)

n m=1

When ynm = tnm for all values of m and n, the error function reach its
minimum value
Emin = −

2.2

k
XX

tnm log tnm .

(2.22)

n m=1

Overfitting and Regularization

In statistical , AI , or machine learning field, It has been shown that the
MLE or least square estimation leads to overfitting. One simple way to
detect the overfitting is to divided the dataset into two subsets, one is called
training set which is used to build the model and estimate the parameters,
the other is called test data which is used to test the performance of the
model. Overfitting occurs when the error of training data is significantly
better than the error of test data. When it happens, the data learned the
peculiarities of the training data, such as noise, rather than the underlying
function relationship of the model to be learned.
Figure (2.1) shows a toy example of overfitting and bad learning.
In figure (2.1), the curve passes through each training data point. The
training error is therefore zero. But if the underlying function is smooth, the
test error should be large.
Figure (2.2) is the same example of good learning without overfitting.
Figure (2.2) clearly shows how smoothness the underlying function is.
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Figure 2.1: An overfitting example

Figure 2.2: Good Learning without overfitting
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As we mentioned before, the goal of network training is not to learn an
exact representation of the training data itself, but rather to build a model
of the process which generates the data. This is important if the network
is to exhibit good generation, that is, to make good predictions for new
inputs. The model complexity is controlled by free parameters. Too few
parameters give poor predictions for new data, i.e. poor generation, since
the network has too little flexibility. Conversely, a network with too many
free parameters, also gives poor generation since it fits too much of the noise
on the training data. Hence we need to optimize the complexity of the model.
The bias-variance trade-off concept can be employed to explain the model
complexity.

2.2.1

Bias and Variance

Suppose we consider a training data set D with N patterns which we use
to determine the network model y(x). Now consider a whole ensemble of
possible data sets, each containing N patterns, and each taken from the
same fixed joint distribution p(x, t). However, the optimal network mapping
is given by the conditional average E(t|x). A measure of how close the actual
mapping function y(x) is to desired one is given by
E{[y(x) − E(t|x)]2 } = {E[y(x)] − E(t|x)}2 + E{[y(x) − E(y(x))]2 }. (2.23)
where the first term in the right hand side (RHS)is the squared bias, and
the second term in RHS is the variance. The bias measures the extent to
which the average (over all data sets) of the network function differs from
the desired function E(t|x). Conversely the variance measures the extent to
which the network function y(x) is sensitive to the particular choice of data
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set. Usually a function which is closely fitted to the data set will tend to
have a large variance and give a large expect error, but if this taken too far
then the bias becomes large and the expected error is again large. The tradeoff between bias and variance gives one of the reasons why regularization is
needed and plays a crucial rule in solving practical problems.

2.2.2

Cross validation

Since our goal is to find the network having best performance on new data,
the simplest approach is to evaluate the error function using data which is
independent of that used for training. In practice, training and test sets
may be available a priori. Most of time, however, only a single set of data is
available. A random subset of the data is therefore held out from the training
process in order to be used as a test set. This can introduce widely varying
success rates, however, depending on which data points are held out. This is
traditionally dealt with by using Cross Validation(64). The available data is
randomly broken up into k times, each time holding out a different one of the
groups to use as a test set and using all remaining points as the training set.
The success of the algorithm is then measured by an average of the success
over all k test sets. Usually take k = 10, yielding the process referred to as
tenfold cross-validation. one special case is k = n, which is called leave-oneout cross validation. There are some issue with this approach. For example,
the data set may be too small to afford the luxury of keeping aside part of
the data set for model comparison purposes. When the data set is small,
the best way may be to make use of the traditional statistical tools, such as
information criteria.
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2.3

Information Criteria

The main idea of the information criteria is to add penalty terms besides
the Maximum Likelihood Estimation. They are powerful tools in linear or
nonlinear statistical model selections. They are especially useful when the
labeling data set is small.
Information theory has been used in various ways in statistics from the
seminal work of Shannon (Shannon and Weaver, 1948). Among all, Dr.
Bozdogan’s new information theoretic measure of complexity criterion termed
as ICOMP ( See Bozdogan, 1987, 1988, 1990, 1994, 1996, 2000) has been
used extensively in linear model selection and evaluation. ICOMP is based
on entropic or maximal information theoretic measure of complexity. It has
a strong theoretical foundation and it has been shown to be a powerful tool
that is particularly suited for application in regression.
The complexity of the model increases with the number of independent
and adjustable parameters, also termed degrees of freedom according to the
qualitative principle of Occam’s Razor (Baraldi, 1998), we need to find the
simplest hypothesis that fits the entertained model. The principle states that,
to be effective , the model complexity must be controlled. This also means
we need to provide a trade off between how well the model fits the data and
the model complexity. Dr. Bozdogan’s information criteria together with
several others can certainly be used in controlling the complexity and finding
the best model.
Several information criteria are simply introduced as follows:
1. Akaike’s (1973) information criteria (AIC) is
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defined as :
AIC = −2

n
X
i=1

logf (xi |θ̂) + 2k = −2logL(θ̂) + 2k,

(2.24)

where L(θ̂) is the maximized likelihood function, and k is the number
of free parameters in the model. The model with minimum AIC value
is chosen as the best model to fit the data. In AIC, the compromise
takes place between the maximized log likelihood , i.e., −2logL(θ̂) ( the
lack of fit component) and k, the number of free parameters estimated
within the model (the penalty term).
2. Bias corrected information criterion (BCIC) is defined by:
BCIC = −2

n
X
i=1

logf (xi |θ̂) + 2nb = −2logL(θ̂) + 2nb,

(2.25)

where b is the bias, In the usual multiple regression case the exact bias
b of the log likelihood is calculated as
b = Bias =

n(k + 1)
n−k−2

(2.26)

In general, the bias is given by.
Z
n
1X
b = EG [
logf (xi |θ̂) − logf (x|θ̂)dG(x)],
n i=1
R

(2.27)

where G is the true distribution.
3. Generalized Akaike’s (1973) information criteria (GAIC):
GAIC = −2

n
X
i=1

logf (xi |θ̂) + 2tr(F −1 R) = −2logL(θ̂) + 2tr(F −1 R),
(2.28)

where F is the Fisher information in inner product or Hessian form,
and R is the outer product form of the Fisher information matrix both
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with dimensions (k×k). tr(F −1 R) is known as the Lagrange Multiplier
Test (LMT) statistic.
4. Bozdogan’s (1987) consistent Akaike’s information criterion (CAIC) is
:
CAIC(k) = −2logL(θ̂k ) + k(logn + 1),

(2.29)

where n is the number of the observations.
5. After adding more penalty terms, we get Consistent AIC with Fisher
information (CAICF) :
CAICF (k) = −2logL(θ̂k ) + k(logn + 2) + log|F|,

(2.30)

Finally, Bozdogan’s (1988,1994, 1998,2000) new information measure
of complexity (ICOMP) for model selection is defined as:
ICOM P (IF IM ) = −2logL(θ̂) + 2C1 (F −1 (θ̂)),

(2.31)

where C1 denotes the maximal information complexity of F −1 , and C1
is defined as
p
tr(F −1 )
1
] − log|F −1 |,
C1 (F −1 ) = log[
2
p
2
where p is the dimension or rank of F −1 . ICOMP chooses simpler
models that provides more accurate estimates over more complex overspecified models.
Part of this work has used these information criteria to control the neural
network model complexity.
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Chapter 3
Subset Selection for
Nonparametric Regression
using Information Criteria
Nonparameter regression estimates a conditional expectation of a response
given predictor variables without requiring parametric assumptions about the
conditional expectation. There are many methods of nonparametric regression including kernel estimation, smoothing splines, regression splines, and
orthogonal series. In traditional RBF networks, the centers for the Gaussian
kernels have used either all the training samples or randomly picked subset
of the data, these kinds of models usually don’t perform well and have the
overfitting/underfitting problems. In this chapter, we describe a method for
nonparametric regression which combines regression tree, kernel functions
and subset selections(both vertical and horizontal) together, and make use
of information criteria for the subset selections and overfitting control. We
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demonstrate the features of this new method and apply it to some real world
problems.

3.1

Introduction

In nonparametric regression, also called curve and surface estimation, we
observe data {(xi , yi )}ni=1 and attempt to estimate the functional relationship
between an input vector x ∈ <m and output scalar y without any knowledge
of the form of functional relationship. Suppose that the data are generated
by
y = f (x1 , . . . , xm ) + ε

(3.1)

Where f is a smooth function to be estimated and ε is assumed to have zero
mean. There are many methods of nonparametric regression. This chapter
describes a method for nonparametric regression which combines regression
trees and kernel functions. We also discuss the ”Best Subset” nonparametric
regression problems.
The subset selection for predictor variables is usually applied in parametric regression area. Much research work has been done in this area. However,
There are few papers to discuss this kind of subset selection in nonparametric regressions. The term of ’subset’ in nonparametric regressions does not
mean a subset with fewer input variables but a subset of observations. We
define the later kind of subset as Vertical Subset, which means a subset of
total observations. A subset of original input variables is however defined as
Horizontal Subset
In our experiment using real life data, how many predictor variables are
included in the input have a huge impact on the approximation results.
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A major problem in both parametric and nonparametric regression analysis is to decide which regressor or predictor variables should be in the model.
Suppose there are x1 , x2 , . . . , xm predictors, then there are two conflicting
criteria for selecting a horizontal subset of predictors.
• The model chosen should include as many of the x0 s as possible if
reliable predictions are to be obtained from the fitted model.
• Because of the overfitting and other costs involved in obtaining information on a large number of predictors, we would like the equation to
include as few x0 s as possible.
A suitable compromise between these two extremes is usually called ”selecting the best horizontal subset” or ”select the best nonparametric regression
model”.
Therefore, we would like to develop that nonparametric regression model
which includes the fewest number of independent variables that permit an
adequate interpretation of the response [21]. In this chapter, we use the
information criteria to control the overfitting and choose the best subset
model explicitly.
Some of the data sets used to demonstrate the results here are from the
real world problems.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the regression tree methods. The kernel functions are given in Section 3. The
combination of the two methods is discussed in Section 4. In Section 5 we
specialize the information criteria used in controlling the subset selection
and overfitting. The computation results are given in Section 6. We end the
chapter with conclusions and remarks in Section 7.
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3.2

Regression Trees

The first stage of our method is to generate a regression tree. The basic
idea of regression tree is to partition the input space recursively in two and
approximate the function in each half by the average output value of the
samples it contains. Each bifurcation is parallel to one of the axes and can be
expressed as an inequality involving of of the input components(e.g. xk > a).
The input space is divided into hyperrectangles organized into a binary tree
where each branch is determined by the dimension (k) and boundary (a)
which together minimize the residual error between model and data.
The root node of the regression tree is the smallest hyperrectangle that
will include all of the training data {xi }ni=1 . Its size(half–width) sk and centre
ck in each dimension k are
sk

=

ck

=

1
(maxi∈s xik − mini∈s xik )
2
1
(maxi∈s xik + mini∈s xik ),
2

(3.2)
(3.3)

where k ∈ K.
K = {1, 2, . . . , m}
is the set of predictor indices and
S = {1, 2, . . . , n}
is the set of training set indices. A bifurcation of the root node divides the
training samples into left and right subsets, SL and SR , on either side of a
boundary b in one of the dimensions k such that
SL

=

{i : xik ≤ b},
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SR

=

{i : xik > b}.

The mean output value on either side of the bifurcation is
yL

=

1 X
yi ,
nL i∈SL

(3.4)

yR

=

1 X
yi ,
nR i∈SR

(3.5)

where nL and nR are the number of samples in each subset. The mean square
error is then
E(k, b) =

X
1 X
(yi − y R )2 }.
(yi − y L )2 +
{
n i∈SL
i∈SR

(3.6)

The bifurcation which minimizes E(k, b) over all possible choices of k and
b is used to create the ”children” of the root node and is found by simple
discrete search over m dimensions and n observations. The children of the
root node are split recursively in the same manner and the process terminates
when every remaining bifurcation creates children containing fewer than nmin
samples, where nmin is a parameter. The children are shifted with respect to
their parent nodes and their sizes reduced in dimension k.
Regression trees can both estimate a model and indicate which components of the input vector are most relevant to the modeled relationship.
Dimensions which carry the most information about the output tend to split
earliest and most often. Cases where the relevant dimensions are x-dependent
are indicated by local clustering of the bifurcation boundaries. This form of
automatic relevance determination is a natural feature of regression trees.
The size of regression tree may or may not determine the model complexity. It is therefore not necessary to perform the final pruning step that
is normally associated recursive splitting methods. Moreover, if you do the
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pruning, it is difficult to decide when to stop growing the tree, or equivalently, how much to prune after it has fully grown. Regression trees are also
confined to discontinuous models and output values jump discontinuously
when an input point crosses between two hyperrectangles. Finally, even the
regression trees can automatically determine the relevance of the variables. It
still tends to be overfitting [67]. because this regression tree method does not
throw any independent variables out of the models. This is a manifestation
of the ubiquitous issue of model complexity.

3.3

Kernel Functions

Nonparametric regression and pattern recognition using kernel functions are
in the following forms:
f (x) =

p
X

αj Kj (x),

(3.7)

j=1

equation (3.7) transform the m dimensional inputs nonlinearly to a p dimensional space using kernel functions and then estimate a model using linear
regression. The non-linear transformation is controlled by a set of m-basis
kernel functions. Among many kernel functions, one popular one is polynomial kernel function:
Kj (xi , xl ) = (

m
X

xij xlj + 1)d .

(3.8)

j=1

The polynomial kernel function is directional, i.e. the output depends on
the direction of the two vectors in low dimensional space.This is due to the
dot product in the kernel function (3.8). xi and xl with the same direction
will have the high output from the kernel. The magnitude of the output is
also dependent on the magnitude of xl . our experiments shows polynomial
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kernels are suited for problems where all the training data in normalized.
Therefore in this chapter, we used another popular one which is
Kj (x) = exp(−

m
X
(xk − cjk )2

k=1

2
rjk

).

(3.9)

Equation (3.9) is characterized by a position or center cj in the original
input space and a width parameter rj . j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p}. The basis kernel
functions are usually local in the sense they respond strongly to the inputs
nearest to the centre cj . The center cj together with parameter rj and each
horizontal input subset {x0 i }ni=1 forms a matrix H ( n rows and p columns).
whose elements are Hij = Kj (xi ) where Kj is given by equation (3.9). For
example,the directly least square minimization yields parameter α that are
given by
α = (HT H)−1 HT y.

(3.10)

Where y = [y1 , y2 , . . . , yn ]T is the vector of output values. The final model
based upon these weights provides predictions for the inputs as shown in
equation (3.7). In the neural network research field, equation (3.7) and (3.9)
are known as radial basis function networks(RBF).
Equations (3.7), (3.9), and (3.10) show that we can get different kernel
function values, matrix H values , and α estimating values using different
horizontal subset of the input. Therefore, to construct the approximation
function (3.7) one has to estimate
1. The value of the parameter rj ,
2. the number of p of the centers cj ,
3. the vector cj , describe the centers,
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4. the value of the parameter αj ,
5. and the best horizontal subset of original inputs.
In the classical RBF network theory the first three steps (determining parameters rj , p, and vectors (centers) cj , (j = 1, . . . , p) are based on heuristics, and only the fourth step (after finding these parameters) is determined
by minimizing the information criteria (All the criteria will be discussed in
section 4). Since the nonparametric regression model (3.7) has already transferred the data set from m-dimension to p dimension, most people tend to
ignore the effect of horizontal subset selection. The fifth step has not been
mentioned much in recent research.
In contrast to the classical RBF methods, in our technique all five types
of parameters are chosen to minimize the relative information criteria by
combining regression tree, subset selection, and kernel functions together.

3.4

Combining the Methods

In order to combine the regression tree and kernel function together, we need
to transfer the tree node to kernel functions. As we know, the regression
tree contains a root node , some nonterminal nodes (having children) and
some terminal nodes (having no children). Each node is associated with a
hyperrectangle of input space having a center c and size s as described in
section 2. The node corresponding to the largest hyperrectangle is the root
node and that is divided up into smaller and smaller pieces progressing down
the tree. To transform the hyperrectangle of each node into a Gaussian kernel
function (3.9) we use its center c as the kernel function center and its size s,
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scaled by a parameter β as the kernel function parameters r,
r = βs.

(3.11)

The method parameter β is the same for all nodes.
After the tree nodes are transformed into kernel functions, we select a
vertical subset for including in the model. The standard methods for vertical subset selection include forward selection (the basis kernel functions are
added until overfitting occurs), backward elimination (the basis kernel functions are pruned until overfitting is prevented), a combination of the two (e.g.
two forward selection steps followed by one backward elimination step ) or
all vertical subset selection (full combinatorial search). The last is generally
too computationally expensive. In any of the standard methods for vertical
subset selection, the basis kernel functions generated from regression tree
are treated as an unstructured collection. No distinctions is made between
the basis kernel function corresponding to different nodes in the tree. Intuitively , kernel functions with large sj should be included first, to synthesize
coarse feature of the data, and functions with small sj last, to modify fine
detail. This, in turn, suggests searching the basis kernel function candidates
by traversing the tree from the largest hyperrectangle (and kernel function)
at the root to the smallest hyperrectangle (and kernel functions) at the terminal nodes. Thus the first decision should be whether to include the root
node in the model, the second is whether to include any of the children of
the root node, and so on, until the terminal nodes are reached [70].
In this chapter, we have developed a method for selecting kernel function
bases that extends the above simple approach to address a well known problem with forward selection, namely, that one regressor can block the selection
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of other more ”explanatory” regressors which happen to arise later in the selection process. In present situation, there is a danger that a parent kernel
function basis could block its own children. To avoid this, when considering
the addition of one or both children to the growing function bases, we also
consider the effect of deleting the parent, as well as retaining it. Therefore,
we use a combination of backward elimination and forward selection which
is similar to the scheme developed for the MARS and MAPS [4].
Through Section2-4, algorithms used in this chapter can be summarized
as follows.
For each horizontal subset of the input:
• Partition the input space recursively to generate a regression tree.
• Transfer the tree node to relative kernel functions.
• Select the vertical subset of the regression tree and relative kernel functions as the basis for nonparametric regression.
1. Initialize the active list with the root node and the model with
root node’s kernel function.
2. For each nonterminal node on the active list consider the effect
(based on the information criterion) of all possible combinations
of including or removing the active node and including neither,
one, or both children.
3. From all these possibilities choose the one which most decreases
the model selection information criterion. Update the current
model and remove the node involved from the active list, replacing
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it with its children. If none of the modifications decrease the information criterion then choose one of the active nodes at random
and replace it by its children but leave the model unchanged.
4. Return to step 2 and repeat until all the active node are terminal
nodes.
• Choose the best model from both the horizontal and vertical subset, in
the sense that minimizing the used information criterion.

3.5

Overfitting and Information Criteria

The complexity of a nonparametric regression model increases with the number of independent and adjustable parameters, also termed degree of freedom,
in the model. According to the qualitative principle of Occam’s razor [3], we
need to find the simplest hypothesis that fits the observed data. The principle states that to be effective , the model complexity must be controlled.
This also means we need to provide a trade off between how well the model
fits the data and the model complexity.
On the other hand, the complexity of the model grow dramatically as the
dimensionality of input space m increases. To provide best trade off between
model complexity and dimensionality of the input, we exploit the following
common properties of real data. Input variables tend to be correlated in
some way, i,e, data points tend to be located in some specific regions of
the space and/or in some sub-spaces featuring a so-called true or intrinsic
dimensionality which is usually much lower than m[3]. Thus, horizontal
subset selections are used to find the best subspace.
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Several statistic techniques have proposed different bounds and equations
relating actual risk to empirical risk, model complexity and number of observations within the framework of nonparametric regression [53]. According to
the VC (Vapnik-Chervenkis) theory for controlling the generalization ability
of learning process, to guarantee a high level of generalization, one has to
minimize the error bound. The error bound is given in following form:
n
R(α) ≤ E(αnmp ) + φ( )
p

(3.12)

where the first term is the empirical error (MLE for example) and the second
term is the confidence interval. If for a given amount of training data one
uses a too complex models, the confidence interval φ( np ) will be large . In
this case even if one could minimize the empirical error down to zero, the
number of error in the test data could still be large. This phenomenon is
called overfitting. For example, when the input data is affected by noise,
exact interpolation functions tend to become highly oscillatory. Since they
are unlikely to provide good predictions for new examples, highly oscillatory
functions are considered neither useful nor desirable in function regression.
To avoid overfitting (to get a small confidence interval) one has to construct a model with small dimension p, i.e., the fraction of the sample size n
and the number of kernel functions p, np , has to be small. But if the proportion

n
p

is too small, it is difficult to approximate the training data (to get a

small value for the first term in the inequality (3.12). Thus we need to find
a best trade-off between overfitting and poor approximation using various
information criterion.
The above VC theory does not mention how the input dimension m may
affect the error bound. The theory claims that the upper bound (worst case)
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of the test error is irrelevant to the input dimension m. However, It does not
mention that how far the true error can be from its upper bound. It also does
not preclude the claim that the input dimension can affect the test error. In
this chapter, we will show that for a fixed sample size n, the dimension of
the input m can affect the model’s test error (not its upper bound). We may
improve the generalization ability of the learning process through finding the
’true’ input dimension.
The information criteria used to evaluate and compare different horizontal
and vertical subset selections can be regarded as another most important
parameter. There are several distinct criteria we used here.
Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike 1973)
AIC(p) = nloge (2π) + nloge (

(y − Hα)T (y − Hα)
) + n + 2(p + 1).
n

Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC): (Schwarz 1978)
BIC(p) =

n + (loge n − 1)p
(y − Hα)T (y − Hα).
n(n − p)

Consistent Akaike’s information criterion (CAIC) (Bozdogan 1987)
CAIC(p) = nloge (2π) + nloge (

(y − Hα)T (y − Hα)
) + n + (loge n + 1)p.
n

Dr. Bozdogan’s ICOMP: A new information measure of complexity for model
selection (Bozdogan 1990):
2

ICOMP(p) = nloge (2π) + nloge σ̂ + n + (p + 1)loge (
2σ̂ 2
− loge |(H H) | − loge (
).
n
T

−1

where
(y − HX)T (y − HX)
.
σ̂ =
n−p
2
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tr(HT H)−1 +
p+1

2σ̂ 2
p

)

For each horizontal subset, during the vertical subset selection process
the current model and its potential successors differ only by the addition
subtraction or replacement one or two basis kernel functions. The matrix
inverse involved in calculating the model selection information criterion is
therefore not expensive as it can be calculated incrementally using matrix
partition.
CAIC and ICOMP are more conservative than AIC and BIC in the sense
that The former impose more penalty for model complexity and therefore
lead to less complex model. Our experiment results show that CAIC and
ICOMP out-perform AIC and BIC in preventing overfitting for the unstable
real data.

3.6

Computing Results

In the computing, our methods have to estimate two extra parameters nmin
(a positive integer which controls the depth of the regression) and β (a positive number). These two parameters can alter the accuracy of the model
and the optimal values are data set dependent. we try to optimize the information criteria under the best parameter nmin and β. This is a nonlinear
optimization problem which is really computing intensive, especially when
the data set is large and we want different β for different centers. Therefore
we use a semi-heuristic method to the optimization of these parameters. We
search for the minimal information criteria by sampling values of the parameters nmin and β in a 2D grid pattern and approximating the location of the
true minimum using the nearest grid point. This method is much more fast
than the former. and computing results show that the later method works
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well.
First data set we used is coming from the real environment research data
(Bozdogan 1992). The original data set include one dependent variable and
four independent variables. total sample size is 13. The best model and the
performance of the information criteria in choosing the best model is in the
table (3.1)

Note: *s in table (3.1) indicate the best subset variables and global minima of the criteria.
Table 3.1 shows that ICOMP chose model using {x1 , x2 } as the input,
but AIC and CAIC preferred model using {x1 , x2 , x4 } as the input. Clearly
No one chose all {x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 } as the best model. As ICOMP added more
penalty on model complexity, It tends to choose a less complex model.
We also tested the problem using different parameters in nmin and β 50
times to find the best sum square error(SSE) for the problem and compared
the computing results with relative linear regression.
It is clear that nonparametric regression out-performs linear regression in
this case, however there is no big difference in SSE for models using {x1 , x4 }
and {x1 , x2 , x4 } alternatively in nonparametric regression. Therefore, The
best model is the one using {x1 , x4 }. Figure (3.1) is the simulation results
using the dataset.
Our second example is a bench mark problem given by Friedman (Barron
& Xiao 1991). X is a 10 dimensional matrix and y is generated by the
following nonlinear function:
1
y = 10sin(πx1 x2 ) + 20(x3 − )2 + 10x4 + 5x5 + δ
2
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Table 3.1: Scores of the Information Criteria
m Horizontal subset

AIC

CAIC

ICOMP

4

{x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 }

44.68

47.44

97.07

3

{x1 , x2 , x3 }

43.48

46.08

86.29

3

{x1 , x2 , x4 }

45.23

48.07

87.41

3

{x1 , x3 , x4 }

34.90∗

36.62∗

76.66

3

{x2 , x3 , x4 }

106.73

112.97

103.52

2

{x1 , x2 }

47.67

50.84

86.02

2

{x1 , x3 }

124.04

134.65

118.69

2

{x1 , x4 }

34.93

36.66

74.57∗

2

{x2 , x3 }

106.29

112.49

103.46

2

{x2 , x4 }

111.17

117.74

100.57

2

{x3 , x4 }

117.41

129.85

110.48

1

{x1 }

124.20

134.83

118.71

1

{x2 }

106.65

112.88

101.48

1

{x3 }

227.48

242.82

109.53

1

{x4 }

106.48

115.24

102.28
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Table 3.2: Sum Square Errors (SSE) of Different Models
Method

Sum Square Error

Model using {x1 , x2 , x4 }

63.58

Linear regression using {x1 , x2 , x4 }

175.74

Model using {x1 , x4 }

63.75

Linear regression using{x1 , x4 }

883.87

where δ is a random noise. The true dimension of X used to produce y is
5. Two train data sets with size of 100 and 200 alternatively are used to do
the subset selection, Another test data of size 1000 is generated to test the
performance of the model. The results are as given in table (3.3) and table
(3.4) alternatively.
The result for training set of size 100 is given in table (3.3):
The result for the train set of size 200 is given in table (3.4):
Here the *s in the tables indicate the global minimum of the scores. Notice
that ICOMP finds the true model in both case. However, unlike traditional
parametric linear or nonlinear models, The complexity of the RBF networks
is mainly controlled by the number of kernels in the middle layer p. Higher
dimensions of input are not necessarily indicating overfitting. Table 3.4 shows
that the smallest test error occurs in a model with x1 − x9 . Table 3.3 shows
the true model have the minimal test error, which is consistent with our
intuitions.
Figures (3.2) and (3.3) are the plots for ICOMP and Sum Square Error
(SSE) of different sample size.
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Figure 3.1: Simulation results for the given dataset

Figures (3.3) and (3.2) show that both ICOMP and SSE decrease dramatically before the dimensions reach the true dimension 5. After passing the
true dimension, the test error becomes stable, but ICOMP increases again.
Our third example is a credit screening problem. The credit card database
was obtained via FTP from the machine learning database repository maintained by UC-Irvine. The task is to predict whether or not an application
will default. For each of 690 applicant case histories, the database contains
15 features describing the applicant plus the class label indicating whether
or not a default is ultimately occurred. The meaning of the features is confidential for proprietary reasons. Only 6 features were used in the experiments
reported here. After omitting the cases having missing features, we use 666
observations in the experiments.
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Table 3.3: Scores and test SSE using 100 training set
Variables

AIC

CAIC

ICOMP

SSE

1

201.593

202.503

583.225

18752

1-2

197.207

198.551

559.200

16017

1-3

195.273

196.967

552.699

12969

1-4

188.581

189.506

482.309

4320

1-5

187.013

187.707

441.405∗

1859∗

1-6

187.002∗

187.702∗

441.807

1860

1-7

187.119

187.907

473.980

1910

1-8

187.010

187.703

442.295

1861

1-9

187.104

187.890

448.398

2015

1-10

187.036

187.805

446.919

1903

In all the experiment, nonparametric classifications using different information criteria are tested. For each method, the data is randomly partitioned
in 100 different ways into 400 training data and 266 test examples. The results shown in table 3.5 are average over 100 different partitions.
The performance of ICOMP is better than that of CAIC and AIC in the
sense that the test error using ICOMP is the lowest. Accordingly, we get
a modest but statistically significant improvement in test error. Such an
improvement could translate into a substantial increase in profit for a bank.
Our final example is using a simple toy dataset generated by the following
function:
y = −8 + x1 + 0.5x2 + 0.3x3 + 0.5ε.
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Table 3.4: Scores and test SSE using 200 training set
Variables

AIC

CAIC

ICOMP

SSE

1

386.681

387.305

1171.429

18940.840

1-2

381.481

382.600

1118.749

13538.370

1-3

380.226

381.636

1110.729

12351.034

1-4

370.758

371.798

990.101

3076.753

1-5

369.990

370.440

811.875∗

2030.763

1-6

369.876

370.406

896.407

2241.435

1-7

369.530∗

370.116

869.225

2294.778

1-8

369.981

370.466

813.013

2041.848

1-9

370.025

370.446

839.384

1984.560∗

1-10

369.558

370.015∗

847.894

2236.835

We fit the linear multiple regression model and our nonparametric model of
y on X = [x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 ]. The training data has 100 samples and the test
data has 500 samples. The information criteria scores and test error are list
in table (3.6).
Table (3.6) shows that the performance of the nonparametric model is
inferior to that of the linear model in this special example. This is reasonable,
because the nonparametric model with RBF is based on nonlinear function
approximation. When we know that the true model is linear, it makes no
sense to use the complex nonlinear model. Therefore, we always need to use
the linear model first in practice.
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Figure 3.2: Test Error and Criteria Scores

Table 3.5: Performance of different information criteria
Criteria

Best Subset

Training Error

Test Error

AIC

{x1 , x3 , x4 , x5 , x6 }

18.6% ± 0.2

22.3% ± 0.3

CAIC

{x1 , x3 , x4 , x6 }

19.1% ± 0.2

21.8% ± 0.1

ICOMP

{x1 , x3 , x6 }

18.7% ± 0.1

20.5% ± 0.3
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Figure 3.3: Test error and criteria scores

Table 3.6: Performance of Different Models
Models

Best Subset

AIC

Nonparametric

{x1 , x2 , x3 }

184.08

192.70

9.66

Linear

{x1 , x2 , x3 }

184.00

218.04

62.62
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ICOMP Test Error

3.7

Conclusion

This chapter has shown that the subset selection using new information criteria can significantly reduce the model complexity and improve the performance of forecasting and classification. We have developed a novel procedure
to do both horizontal and vertical subset selection for real data set. We have
also developed a procedure for selecting the kernel functions based on the
structure of the tree and shown it is superior to simple forward selection.
The method has been tested on some practical problems in forecasting
and credit screening. The results are encouraging. In practice, in order to get
satisfactory performance, one has to decide how many inputs in the model
and what the structure of the model, this chapter provides an answer for
these kinds of problems.
Finally, we note that our numerical results clearly demonstrate the excellent performance of ICOMP criteria as compared to AIC and CAIC in
nonparametric regression model. We believe that the set of potentially fruitful applications of information theoretic model selection criteria are vast in
nonparametric regression and classification.
Future work may include the combination of information criteria with
other nonparametric models and the application of the model here in more
real world problems. We will explore how to determine all the parameters
automatically in the model using the information criteria and optimization
techniques in the near future.
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Chapter 4
Estimation of Kernel Function
Parameters Using EM
Algorithm in Nonparametric
Regression
This chapter proposes to incorporate full covariance matrices into the kernel
basis functions and uses Expectation and Maximization (EM) algorithm to
estimate the relative parameters. In this chapter, we try to combine kernel
function, regression tree, new information criteria, and EM algorithm all
together. Experimental results using financial and other real life data show
that the new approach outperforms the traditional nonparametric regression
methods.
Keywords: Kernel Functions, Regression Tree, Information Criteria, EM
algorithm.
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4.1

Introduction

In nonparametric regression, also called curve and surface estimation, we
observe data {(xi , yi )}ni=1 and attempt to estimate the functional relationship
between an input vector x ∈ <m and output y ∈ <q without any knowledge
of the form of functional relationship. Suppose that the data are generated
by
y = f (x1 , . . . , xm ) + ε,

(4.1)

where f is a smooth function to be estimated and ε is assumed to have zero
mean. There are many methods of nonparametric regression. This chapter
describe a method for nonparametric regression which combines regression
trees and kernel functions. We also discuss the ”Best Subset” nonparametric
regression problems and explore how to estimate the full covariance matrices
of the kernel functions using EM algorithm.
Nonparametric regression and classifications using kernel functions are
well known as Radial Basis Function (RBF) networks in neuroscience, AI
and other application areas. They have successfully been applied to a wide
range of pattern recognition and regression problems. When used in regression, the left hand outputs are the weighted sum of gaussian type kernel
functions with diagonal covariance matrices. High prediction and recognition accuracy can be achieved when the components of the input data set
are independent. If this is not the case, more basis functions are required so
that in the regions covered by each basis function call still be considered to
have independent components. However, one of the most important drawbacks with more kernel function components is overfitting. Therefore, it is
beneficial if full covariance matrices could be incorporated into the kernel
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function structure so that complex relations could be incorporated without
the need for using a large number of kernel functions. This chapter will also
introduce some new information criteria to control the overfitting problems.
The purpose of this chapter is , therefore, to incorporate the full covariance
matrices in an attempt to enhance the prediction and classification capacity
of the conventional nonparametric regression methods. Traditional nonparametric regression and pattern recognition using kernel functions are in the
following forms:
f (x) =

p
X

ωj Kj (x).

(4.2)

j=1

Equation (4.2) transform the m dimensional inputs nonlinearly to a p dimensional space using kernel functions and then estimate a model using linear
regression. The non-linear transformation is controlled by a set of p-basis
kernel functions. The traditional kernel function form is as follows:
Kj (x) = exp(−

m
X
(xk − cjk )2

k=1

2
rjk

).

(4.3)

Equation (4.3) is characterized by a position or center cj in the original
input space and a width parameter rj . j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p}. The basis kernel
functions are usually local in the sense they respond strongly to the inputs
nearest to the centre.
Nonparamtric regression can be interpreted as realizing a smooth interpolation functions. This is achieved by using the regularization theory through
which interpolation functions with large curvature are penalized. The weight
ωj represents the contribution of the jth kernel function to the output f (x),
when the input x is applied. It can also be derived from the theory of kernel
regression where the objective is to find a smooth mapping from input space
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to output space based on a Parzen kernel estimator constructed from the
training data.
There have been several studies on using covariance matrices in the kernel
basis. For example, Girosi looked at the nonparametric regression from the
prospective of function interpolation, and used the information (eigenvalues)
provided by the covariance matrices to extract the properties of the functions
to be approximated. The method’s properties were illustrated through fitting
the logistic map and two dimension interpolation problem. it is unclear
whether they can be extended to complex real world problems with high
input dimensions.
In recent years, the application of the EM algorithm in the estimation of
probability density functions has received a great deal of attention. The EM
algorithm is able to compute a maximum likelihood estimates of the mean
vectors and covariance matrices of a Gaussian mixture distribution. Theoretically, the EM algorithm is superior to the combination of K-mean and
K-nearest neighbors algorithms as the later is only capable of estimating the
diagonal elements of the covariance matrices. Moreover, the EM algorithm
estimates the covariance matrices based on the statistical properties of the
data rather than using the heuristic methods such as K-nearest neighbors
algorithm. The theoretical choice leads to a more accurate representation of
the data being modeled. The EM algorithm has been applied to estimate
the parameters of Gaussian mixture models for classification and pattern
recognition. Examples include chaotic series prediction and EEG signal classification.
While the above studies have used covariance matrices in Gaussian type
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kernel functions to improve performance, they either pick up the the initial
value of the EM algoritm heuristically which may cause divergence of the
EM algorithm, or demonstrate the model capacity via simple low dimension
toy problems. This has motivated us to fill this gap to deal some real life
problems in this chapter.
One of the problems with current popular methods is to decide the number of kernels needed in the model. Usually the number of kernels is decided
by lots of experiments which are time consuming for large problems. In this
work, the parameters of the kernel functions are estimated by the EM algorithm. We also introduce the statistic techniques such as regression tree and
new information criteria to decide the number of kernels and find the initial
value for the EM algorithm. In real life problems, we may first find the best
subset using information criteria, and then using the EM algorithm to tune
up the network to obtain more accurate results.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2 We introduce the model
Structures. The regression tree and parameter initialization are given in
Section 3. Section 4 introduce the new information criteria. We give the EM
algorithm in Section 5. The computation results are given in Section 6. We
end the chapter with conclusions and remarks in Section 7.

4.2

Model Structures

The multivariable nonparametric regression can be considered as an extension of multiple nonparametric regression. The qth output if the regression
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with N inputs and P function centers has the following form:
yq (xn ) = ωq0 +

P
X

ωqj Kj (xn ),

(4.4)

j

q = 1, . . . , Q and n = 1, . . . , N, where
·

Kj (xn ) = exp −

¸

1
(xn − µj )T Σ−1
j (xn − µj ) .
2γj

(4.5)

Here j = 1, . . . , P . In (4.4) and (4.5) xn is the nth input vector, µj and Σj are
the mean vector and covariance matrix of the jth kernel function respectively.
ωq0 is a biased term, and γj is a smoothing parameter controlling the spread of
the jth kernel function. In this chapter, γj was determined by the regression
tree later.
In matrix form, (4.4) can be written as Y = HW where Y is a N × Q
matrix, and Hij = Kj (xi ) is an N × (P + 1) matrix, and W is a (P + 1) × Q
matrix. The weight matrix W is the least square solution of the matrix
equation HW = Y where Y is the target matrix containing the desired
output vectors in its rows. As H is not a square matrix, one reliable way to
find W is to use the techniques of singular value decomposition.
There is a way to transform the input data linearly so that we can get
the same results using kernel form (4.5) and the following traditional kernel
form (4.6)

¸

·

1
(x˜n − µ̃j )T (x˜n − µ̃j ) .
Kj (x˜n ) = exp −
2γj

(4.6)

Let x̃ = Ax + b to be the linear transformation. The easiest way of insure
that the network gives the same results is to insure that each basis kernel
function returns the same result. For jth kernel function
·

exp −

¸

·

1
1
(xn − µj )T Σ−1
(x˜n − µ̃j )T (x˜n − µ̃j )
j (xn − µj ) = exp −
2γj
2γj
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¸

⇒
(x − µj )T Σ−1
˜j )T (x̃ − µ˜j )
j (x − µj ) = (x̃ − µ
Substitute the x̃ into the above equation, we get
T
(x − µj )T Σ−1
j (x − µj ) = (Ax + b − µ̃j ) (Ax + b − µ̃j )

Extending the right hand side and breaking the equation into quadratic,
linear, and constant terms of x and set those individually equal, we get that
T T
xT Σ−1
j x = x A Ax
T −1
T
T T
T
T T
−xT Σ−1
j µj − µj Σ x = b Ax + x A b − µ̃j Ax − x A µ̃j
−1
˜T
µT
µj = bT b − bT µ̃j − µ˜T
j Σ
j b + µ µ̃j
−1

Finally, we get that b = 0, x̃ = Ax, and µ̃j = Aµj , where A = Σj 2 . We may
drop out the index j if all the covariance are same.
The above proof shows that the covariance structures are important and
we need to linearly transform and preprocess the input data in order to get
the same results.

4.3

Regression Trees

The basic idea of regression tree is to partition the input space recursively in
two and approximate the function in each half by the average output value of
the samples it contains. Each bifurcation is parallel to one of the axes and can
be expressed as an inequality involving of of the input components(e.g. xk >
a). The input space is divided into hyperrectangles organized into a binary
tree where each branch is determined by the dimension (k) and boundary
(a) which together minimize the residual error between model and data.
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The root node of the regression tree is the smallest hyperrectangle that
will include all of the training data {xi }N
i=1 . Its size(half–width) sk and centre
ck in each dimension k are
sk

=

ck

=

1
(maxi∈s xik − mini∈s xik )
2
1
(maxi∈s xik + mini∈s xik ),
2

(4.7)
(4.8)

where k ∈ K.
K = {1, 2, . . . , P }
is the set of predictor indices and
S = {1, 2, . . . , N }
is the set of training set indices. A bifurcation of the root node divides the
training samples into left and right subsets, SL and SR , on either side of a
boundary b in one of the dimensions k such that
SL

=

{i : xik ≤ b},

SR

=

{i : xik > b}.

The mean output value on either side of the bifurcation is
yL

=

1 X
yi .
NL i∈SL

(4.9)

yR

=

1 X
yi .
NR i∈SR

(4.10)

Where NL and NR are the number of samples in each subset. The mean
square error is then
E(k, b) =

X
1 X
kyi − yL k2 +
{
kyi − yR k2 }.
N i∈SL
i∈SR
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(4.11)

The bifurcation which minimizes E(k, b) over all possible choices of k and
b is used to create the ”children” of the root node and is found by simple
discrete search over m dimensions and n observations. The children of the
root node are split recursively in the same manner and the process terminates
when every remaining bifurcation creates children containing fewer than nmin
samples, where nmin is a parameter. The children is shifted with respect to
their parent nodes and their sizes reduced in dimension k.
Regression trees can both estimate a model and indicate which components of the input vector most relevant to the modeled relationship. Dimensions which carry the most information about the output tend to split earliest
and most often. Cases where the relevant dimensions are x-dependent are
indicated by local clustering of the bifurcation boundaries. This form of
automatic relevance determination is a natural feature of regression trees.

4.4

Information Criteria

The complexity of a nonparametric regression model increases with the number of independent and adjustable parameters, also termed degree of freedom,
in the model. According to the qualitative principle of Occam’s razor [3], we
need to find the simplest hypothesis that fits the observed data. The principle states that to be effective , the model complexity must be controlled.
This also means we need to provide a trade off between how well the model
fits the data and the model complexity.
On the other hand, the complexity of the model grow dramatically as the
dimensionality of input space m increases. To provide best trade off between
model complexity and dimensionality of the input, we exploit the following
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common properties of real data. Input variables tend to be correlated in
some way, i,e, data points tend to be located in some specific regions of
the space and/or in some sub-spaces featuring a so-called true or intrinsic
dimensionality which is usually much lower than m[3]. Thus horizontal subset
selections are used to find the best subspace.
The information criteria used to evaluate and compare different horizontal
and vertical subset selections can be regarded as another most important
parameter. There are several distinct criteria we used here.
1. Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike 1973)
T

AIC(p) = nloge (2π) + nloge ( (y−Hα)n(y−Hα) ) + n + 2(p + 1).
2. Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) (Schwarz 1978)
BIC(p) =

n+(loge n−1)p
(y
n(n−p)

− Hα)T (y − Hα).

3. Consistent Akaike’s information criterion (CAIC) (Bozdogan 1987)
T

CAIC(p) = nloge (2π) + nloge ( (y−Hα)n(y−Hα) ) + n + (loge n + 1)p.
4. Dr. Bozdogan’s ICOMP: A new information measure of complexity for
model selection (Bozdogan 1988)
ICOMP(p) = nloge (2π) + nloge σ̂ 2 + n + (p + 1)loge (
2

tr(HT H)−1 + 2σ̂p
p+1

2

)−

loge |(HT H)−1 | − loge ( 2σ̂n ),
where:
σ̂ 2 =

(y−HX)T (y−HX)
.
n−p

For each horizontal subset, during the vertical subset selection process
the current model and its potential successors differ only by the addition
subtraction or replacement one or two basis kernel functions. The matrix
inverse involved in calculating the model selection information criterion is
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therefore not expensive as it can be calculated incrementally using matrix
partition.
CAIC and ICOMP are more conservative than AIC and BIC in the sense
that The former impose more penalty for model complexity and therefore
lead to less complex model. Our experiment results show that CAIC and
ICOMP out-perform AIC and BIC in preventing overfitting for the unstable
real data.

4.5

Parameter Estimation

In order to estimate the mean vector and covariance matrices, we need combine the regression tree, kernel function, and information criteria together
and to transfer the tree node to kernel functions. As we know, the regression
tree contains a root node , some nonterminal nodes (having children) and
some terminal nodes (having no children). Each node is associated with a
hyperrectangle of input space having a center c and size s as described in
section 2. The node corresponding to the largest hyperrectangle is the root
node and that is divided up into smaller and smaller pieces progressing down
the tree. To transform the hyperrectangle in the node into a Gaussian kernel
function (3.9) we use its center c as the kernel function center and its size s,
scaled by a parameter β as the kernel function parameters r,
r = βs.

(4.12)

The control parameter β is the same for all nodes.
After the tree nodes are transformed into kernel functions, we selected
a vertical subset for including in the model. The standard methods for
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vertical subset selection include forward selection (the basis kernel functions
are added until overfitting occurs), backward elimination (the basis kernel
functions are pruned until overfitting is prevented), a combination of the
two (e.g. two forward selection steps followed by one backward elimination
step ) or all vertical subset selection (full combinatorial search). The last is
generally too computationally expensive. In any of the standard methods for
vertical subset selection, we controll the model complexity using information
criteria and the basis kernel functions generated from regression tree are
treated as an unstructured collection. No distinctions is made between the
basis kernel function corresponding to different nodes in the tree. Intuitively
, kernel functions with large sj should be included first, to synthesize coarse
feature of the data, and functions with small sj last, to modify fine detail.
This, in turn, suggests searching the basis kernel function candidates by
traversing the tree from the largest hyperrectangle (and kernel function) at
the root to the smallest hyperrectangle (and kernel functions) at the terminal
nodes. Thus the first decision should be whether to include the root node in
the model, the second is whether to include any of the children of the root
node, and so on, until the terminal nodes are reached [70].
After we find the best subset and the kernel function centers, we need to
estimate the initial value of the mean vector and the covariance matrices of
the kernel functions. let’s assume node p includes Np input value in a subset
{Xj }. Therefore , we estimate the function center µj by the sample average
µ̂j ,
µj ≈ µˆj =

1 X
x.
Nj x∈Xj
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(4.13)

and the covariance matrices are
c =
Σj ≈ Σ
j

.

4.6

1 X
(x − µj )(x − µj )T .
Nj x∈Xj

(4.14)

The EM Algorithm

Although it has been shown that the above approach using the regression
tree, information criteria, and kernel function may give performance superior to the traditional radial basis function network. They may also cause
undesirable results when the estimate µ̂j differ differently from the true mean
µj . Consequently the covariance matrix Σ̂j will no longer be an accurate estimate of the true covariance matrix as an inaccurate mean vector has been
used.
To solve this problem, we need an iterative procedure so that the estimated means and the estimated covariance matrices move closer to the
maximum likelihood estimates after each iteration. The idea points to the
EM algorithm in which the kernel function parameter are determined in an
iterative fashion. More precisely the update equations for the mean vectors,
full covariance and the regression coefficients are
µnew
j

Σnew
j

=

P

x∈X

and
P

P

P old (j|x)x
,
old (j|x)
x∈X P

= Px∈X

P old (j|x)(x − µnew
)(x − µnew
)T
j
j
,
P
old (j|x)
x∈X P

new

(j) =

P

x∈X
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P old (j|x)
.
Nj

(4.15)

(4.16)

(4.17)

Among P old (j|x) is the posterior probability of the jth subset. which can
be obtained using Bayes’ theorem yielding
P

old

Where

p(x|j)P old (j) old
P (k).
(j|x) = P
k p(x|k

(4.18)

¸

·

1

1
old T
old −1
p(x|j) =
(x − µold
I
1 exp − (x − µj ) (Σj )
j ) .
old
2
(2π) 2 |Σj | 2

(4.19)

is the probability density function of jth subset. When the covariance matrices are diagonal, (4.16) and (4.19) become
2

(σij ) =

P

and

x∈X

2
P old (j|x)(x − µnew
ji )
,
P
old (j|x)
x∈X P

·

¸

2
I
(xi − µold
1X
ji )
exp
−
.
p(x|j) =
I Q
old 2
old
2 i=1 (σji
)
(2π) 2 Ii=1 σji

1

respectively.

(4.20)

(4.21)

The EM algorithm has several advantage over the gradient based approach in estimated model parameters even though there is a mathematical
connection between them. First EM algorithm has low computational overhead. Second, probability constraint on the estimated parameters can be
satisfied automatically in EM. Third, The EM algorithm guarantees monotonic convergence.
The steps of our algorithm are summarized as follows:
1. Find the number of kernel functions m and the initial values of centers and covariance matrices through combining the regression tree and
information criteria and do the forward or backward selection.
2. Tune up the centers and the covariances using EM algorithm.
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Learning Using and Wthout Using EM Algorithm
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Figure 4.1: Function prediction with or without using EM

3. Solve the linear combination of the kernel functions and the multivariable regression problems using Singular Value Decomposition.

4.7

Numerical Experimental Results

Our first example is a toy problem using the Hermite data, which is a one
2

dimension data from y = 1+(1−x−2X 2 )e −X . To train the neural network,
we artificially choose 100 samples and add Gaussian noise to the data set.
Then we test the results using 1000 samples without noise. Frankly, we want
our regression to learn the true model other than the noise. The results are
shown in figure 4.1.
Sum square error for models using EM algorithm is 0.98 and the SSE
of the model without using EM is 1.54. It is clear that models using EM
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algorithm get better performance. our model smoothes out some overfitting.
Our second experiment is a benchmark problem used to predict housing prices in the suburbs of Boston. The x values or input vectors are 12
dimensional with the following interpretation.
1. CRIM: per capita crime rate by town
2. ZN: Proportion of residential land zoned for lots over 25, 000 sq.ft.
3. INDUS: Proportion of non-retail business acres per town.
4. CHAS: Charles River dummy variable (= 1 if tract bounds river; 0
otherwise).
5. NOX: nitric oxides concentration (parts per 10 million).
6. RM: average number of rooms per dwelling.
7. AGE: proportion of owner-occupied units built prior to 1940.
8. DIS: weighted distances to five Boston employment centers.
9. RAD: index of accessibility to radial highways.
10. TAX: full-value property-tax rate per ten thousand.
11. PTRTIO: pupil-teacher ratio by town.
12. LSTAT: percent lower status of the population.
The y values or output scalars are the median values ( in $10000 s) of owneroccupied homes in that area. We try to build a model that can accurately
predict y given x.
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Table 4.1: Model performance comparison
Models

Training Error(MSE) Test Error(MSE) ICOMP

Linear

21.2135

27.0847

41.32

Additive Quadratic

6.2407

13.2887

35.48

EMRBF

8.3214

10.7968

29.96

First we do the computation using linear regression model and squared
error as the criteria to minimize: y = f (x; ŵ) = ŵ0 +

P12

i=1

ŵi xi .

Second, We do the computation using additive model with quadratic basis
function. In other words,
f (x; w) = w0 +

12
X

wi x i +

i=1

X

wij xi xj .

i<j

Third, we do the calculation using the new model we have introduced in
this chapter. The results are as follows:
Table (4.1) shows that our new model has the lowest test error (Mean
Square Error), even the additive quadratic model has the lowest training
error. The results also indicate less overfitting in our model, as the difference
between the training error and test error within our model is the smallest.
The ICOMP score is also the lowest for our EMRBF model.
Our third example is a dataset of gray image. Each component of the
input vectors corresponding to one pixel of the image. What we do is to
approximate an image using a few examples. This technique has an extensive
application in image compression, where one may wish to compress an image
by sending only a few of the pixels and reconstructing the rest. In this case
it is very important for the compressor to send the best possible samples
to the depressor rather than sending the random subset. In this training
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50 random pts, Gaussian (var=10) (error = 54.421689)
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Figure 4.2: Function approximation using gaussian

example, we will train the network on the matrices ‘trainx’, ‘trainy’ (the
input and output for training respectively) and then report the sum squared
error using ‘testx’ ‘testy’. Now we use different RBF networks with different
kernels to compare the performance (see figures (4.2 - 4.6)).
The Sum Squared Errors(SSE) for the test data using different models
are given in table (4.2).
Table (4.2) shows that Our model has the lowest test error 1.14 using
only 10 centers. One explanation is that, for Gaussian kernel, the ratio of
the distance between the centers and the width of the gaussian (standard
deviation) is important in the quality of the reconstructed function. If the
width is too wide, then it is difficult to fit the function exactly to the data
points and so the weights became very large thus causing the reconstruction
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10 pts (k−means), Gaussian (var=100) (error = 51.483134)
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Figure 4.3: Function approximation using kmean and gaussian

to blow up in places where no data has been sampled. On the other hand,
if the width is too small, the reconstructed function trails off to zero too
quickly between points thus yielding a set of bumps with no interpolation in
between points. Using EM algorithm, we can find the best center positions
and related covariance matrices. so that the solutions can reach the best test
error.
The absolute value kernel seems perform well . However, the resulting
functions are not smooth and tend towards infinitely or negative infinity
outside the range of the data. we can see those non smooth functions from
figures (4.5) and (4.6).
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EM with 10 centers (error = 1.139974)
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Figure 4.4: Function Approximation using EM and gaussian

50 random pts, absolute value (error = 2.426819)
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Figure 4.5: Function approximation using absolute value kernel
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10 pts (k−means), absolute value (error = 1.651303)
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Figure 4.6: Function approximation using abs kernel and EM

Table 4.2: Model performance comparison
Models

Test Error(SSE)

Gaussian kernel with 50 Random centers

54.421689

Gaussian kernel with 10 centers and kmean

51.483134

Gaussian Kernel with EM and 10 centers

1.139974

Absolute value kernel with 50 random centers

2.426819

Abs kernel with kmean and 50 random centers

1.651303
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4.8

Conclusions and Remarks

In this chapter , we proposed to apply the EM algorithm to estimate the kernel fun ction parameters in multi-variable nonparametric regression and classification framework. The proposed scheme enables the maximum likelihood
estimates of the parameters to be found, resulting in a higher classification
and prediction accuracy. The method has been tested on some practical problems. The results are encouraging, several conclusions can be drawn from the
results of these experiments. Firstly, we have found that for the same number
of kernel function centers, Models with full covariance using EM algorithm
outperform the traditional methods. Secondly, this study has shown that
when the number of free parameters are comparable, The methods with full
covariance matrices achieve the lowest sse. Finally, we note that our numerical results clearly demonstrate the excellent performance of ICOMP , AIC
and CAIC in controlling the model complexity and over-fitting. We believe
that the set of potentially fruitful applications of information theoretic model
selection criteria are vast in nonparametric regression and classification.
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Chapter 5
RBF networks for Classification
Using New Kernel Functions
Successful implementation of radial basis function (RBF) networks for classification tasks must deal with architectural issues, the burden of irrelevant
attributes, scaling, and some other problems. In this chapter, we introduce
a new class of kernel functions and try to combine EM , Kmean, and the
new kernel function together. Instead of using linear output and least square
error function, we introduce nonlinear sigmoid function and cross entropy
error function into RBF network. The resulting network is easy to use , and
has favorable classification accuracy. Experiments show that our new model
has better performance than logistic regression in binary classification and
has equivalent performance in multiple classification compared with MLP
and other nonparametric classification tools.
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5.1

Introduction

Assume that we have some data set D which consists of inputs {x}N
n=1 in
some space real or discrete, and corresponding targets tn which are categorical
variables which can take a finite and known number of , say, integer values.
We wish to model the data and hence find the predictive distribution over
classes for a new point xN +1 , We shall begin by discussing the case of binary
(two class) classification. Multiple class case will be discussed later in this
section.

5.1.1

Binary Classifiers

The standard approach is to model the data using Bayesian conditional classifier which predicts t conditional on x. To do this we assume the existence of
a function a(x) which models the ’logit’ log PP (t=1|x)
as a function of x. Thus
(t=0|x)
y = P (t = 1|x, a(x)) =

1
.
1 + exp(−a(x))

(5.1)

To complete the model we place a prior distribution over the unknown function a(x). There are two approaches to this. One is to model the a(x)
directly using the Gaussian process. This involves modeling the joint distribution of {a(xn )} with a Gaussian process. Barber and Williams (1996)
have implemented classifiers based on Gaussian process prior using Laplace
approximations and Neal (1997) has used Monto Carlo approach to implement a Gaussian process classifier.
Alternatively we can use neural network approach. Output a(x) is a
function of a(x; w), where the parameters w might be , say, the weights of
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the neural network or the coefficients of the linear expansion
a(x; w) =

X

wj Kj (x)

(5.2)

j

Different kernel function Kj (x) has different models. When Kj (x) = xj , The
model is logistic regression.
a(x; w) =

X

wj x j .

j

On the other hand if we take
Kj (x) = exp{−

||x − cj ||2
}.
2rj2

(5.3)

where Kj (x) is the gaussian kernel function, we get the RBF network with
sigmoid output.
The popular RBF networks for classification are using linear instead sigmoid function in output layer (Kubat, 1998). The structure is as figure (5.1).
RBF using linear output layer is easier to compute after all the kernel parameters are predetermined. However, these kinds of models do not perform
well sometimes and have no comparable structures with logistic regression
and other statistical tools. We have already shown that RBF using Sigmoid
output function is a generalization of Logistic regression.
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Figure 5.1: A radial basis function structure
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5.1.2

Logistic Regression and Mixture Model

Logistic regression has been extensive studied in the last decade. Since It
is a special case of RBF neural network, we explore an interesting relation
between Gaussian mixture model and Logistic regression.
Claim: When the covariance matrices are indeed equal, the posterior
class probability P (t|x, c0 , c1 , Σ) computed from such a Gaussian mixture
model, i.e.,
P (t = 1|x, c1 , c0 , Σ) =

P (x|c1 , Σ)P (t = 1)
,
P (x|c1 , Σ)P (t = 1) + P (x|c0 , Σ)P (t = 0)

(5.4)

conforms to a logistic regression model:
P (t = 1|x, w) = g(w0 +

m
X

wi xi ).

(5.5)

i=1

Proof: Let’s divide both the numerator and denominator by
P (x|c1 , Σ)P (t = 1)
giving
P (t = 1|x, c0 , c1 , Σ) =

1
1+

P (x|c0 ,Σ)P (t=0)
P (x|c1 ,Σ)P (t=1)

(5.6)

If we raise the resulting into the exponent we get:
1
1+

P (x|c0 ,Σ)P (t=0)
P (x|c1 ,Σ)P (t=1)

=
=

1
1+

0 ,Σ)P (t=0)
}
exp{log PP (x|c
(x|c1 ,Σ)P (t=1)

1

1 ,Σ)P (t=0)
}
1 + exp − {log PP (x|c
(x|c0 ,Σ)P (t=1)

(5.7)
(5.8)

This is already in the logistic form (1 + exp(−z))−1 provided that the argument
a = log

P (t = 1)
P (x|c1 , Σ)P (t = 0)
= logP (x|c1 , Σ) − logP (x|c0 , Σ) + log
P (x|c0 , Σ)P (t = 1)
P (t = 0)
(5.9)
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has the desired linear form. To this end,
n
1
1
a = [− (x − c1 )T Σ−1 (x − c1 ) − log((2π) 2 |Σ| 2 )]
2
n
1
P (t = 1)
1
− [ (x − c0 )Σ−1 (x − c0 )] + −log((2π) 2 |Σ| 2 )] + log
2
P (t = 0)
1
1
P (t = 1)
= − (x − c0 )Σ−1 (x − c0 ) − (x − c1 )Σ−1 (x − c1 ) + log
2
2
P (t = 0)
1
P (t = 1)
= (c1 − c0 )T Σ−1 x − cT1 Σ−1 c0 + log
(5.10)
2
P (t = 0)

We can now write a closed form expression from the weights as a function of
the means and the covariance:
1
P (t = 1)
1
w0 = c1 T Σ−1 c1 + cT0 Σ−1 c0 + log
2
2
P (t = 0)
wi =

X
j

(c0j − c1j )Σ−1
ji ,

⇒
a(x; w) = w0 +

m
X

i>0

(5.11)
(5.12)

wj x j

j=1

which is the logistic regression.
Then which tool performs better? logistic regression or mixture model.
Usually, logistic regression has a better performance, as it estimates the
weights (coefficients) through optimizing the error function. I will give a
simple example in the later section.

5.1.3

Multi-class Classifier

Having consider the binary case, let us now investigate the problem of multiclass classification. In the binary case, we used the sigmoid function j to
define P (t = 1|a(x)) where a(x) was a real function of x. In the multi-class
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case, for a problem with I classes, we define the probability of the point x
being in class j in terms of softmax function(Bridle 1989):
exp(a(j) (x))
P (t = j|a(1) (x), a(2) (x), . . . , a(I) (x)) = PI
,
(i)
i=1 exp(a (x))

(5.13)

where we have introduced I functions a(1) , a(2) , . . . , a(I) to model the probability of being in any one class across the input space. Please note that
throughout this section, superscripts will refer to different class whereas subscripts will refer to different data points. We shall also denote the vec(i)

(i)

(i)

(2)
(I)
tor (a1 , a2 , . . . , aN ) as ai and the vector (a(1)
n , an , . . . , an ) as an where
(i)
a(i)
n = a (xn ).

Softmax model is a generalization of the binary classification problem for
multi-way classification problems. Let Kj (x) be the kernel functions, j =
1, 2, . . . , m. i.e., K(x) = [K1 (x), K2 (x), . . . , Km (x)] then the a(i) is defined as
follows
a(1) (x; w) = w10 + w11 K1 (x) + . . . + w1m Km (x)

(5.14)

a(2) (x; w) = w20 + w21 K1 (x) + . . . + w2m (x)Km (x)

(5.15)

......
a(I) (x; w) = wI0 + wI1 K1 (x) + . . . + wIm Km (x).

(5.16)

It is easy to show that when I = 2 and Ki (x) = xi , softmax reduces to
a logistic model. In the logistic regression k = 2, let’s write a(i) ’s a bit more
compact
a(1) = w10 + w1T x,

a(2) = w20 + w2T x.

(5.17)

As a result, we get
P (t = 1|x; w) =

1
exp(a(1) )
=
,
exp(a(1) ) + exp(a(2) )
1 + exp[−(a(1) − a(2) )]
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(5.18)

where
(a(1) − a(2) ) = (w10 − w20 ) + (w1 − w2 )T x

(5.19)

is a linear predictor as we wanted. Note that the fact that the labels are
{1, 2} as opposed to {0, 1} makes no difference since we can always rename
them.

5.2

New Kernel Functions

In this section we are going to introduce a new class of kernel functions,
called power exponential (PE) distribution function (Bozdogan 2001). Let
X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn ∼ P E(µ, σ, β), that is PE distribution with density function
f (x; µ, σ, β) =

1
σΓ(1 +

1
)2
2β

1
1+ 2β

1 x − µ 2β
exp(− |
| ),
2 σ

(5.20)

where the parameters µ, −∞ < µ < ∞ and σ > 0 are, respectively, location
and scale parameters and β ∈ (0, ∞) is located to the Kurtosis parameter.
In this way, it indicates the nonnormality of the distribution. When β = 1
the density in (5.20) is normal.
In Multivariate case, the variable x has the distribution given by
f (x) =

pΓ( p2 )
p
2

π Γ(1 +

p

p
)21+ 2β
2β

1
Σ−1/2 exp{− [(x − µ)T |Σ|−1 (x − µ)]β },
2

(5.21)

where p is the dimension of variable x; Γ is the variance-covariance matrix of
x; β is the related kurtosis parameters. when β = 1, we have the multivariate
normal distribution:
f (x) = (

1
1 p −1/2
) 2 |Σ|
exp{− [(x − µ)T Σ−1 (x − µ)]}.
2π
2
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(5.22)

PE Distribution with beta =0.4
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Figure 5.2: PE distribution with β = 0.4

An advantage of PE class is that it is adaptive to both peakedness and flateness in the data set through varying the value of β. The figures (5.2-5.4) are
the PE with different β values.
Taking the exponential part of the PE distribution and ignoring the constant in equation (5.21), we get the new PE kernel function:
K(x) = exp{−[(x − µ)T Σ−1 (x − µ)]β }.

(5.23)

when β = 1, PE kernel becomes a simple Gaussian kernel:
K(x) = exp[−(x − µ)T Σ−1 (x − µ)],

(5.24)

when Σ is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements ri , the PE kernel become
k(x) = exp{−[

X (xi − µi )2
i

ri2

]β }.

(5.25)

If all of the diagonal elements are equal to r, then the PE kernel become
K(x) = exp{−[
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||x − µ||2 β
] }.
r2

(5.26)

PE Distribution with beta =1
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Figure 5.3: PE distribution with β = 1 which is Gaussian

Dr. Bozdogan (2001) has given a couple of ways to estimate the parameter
β of PE distribution. We just list two methods here. Let N be the number
of observations, and m be the number of variables, we have:
di = (xi − µ)T Σ−1 (xi − µ),
N
1 X
d¯ =
di ,
N i=1

d = [d1, . . . , dN ]T .
1. Method of moments for Gamma parameters:
β̂ =

d¯
.
σd2

2. Loglikelihood of Mahalanobis squared distance:
β̂ =

m
.
4d¯
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PE distribution with beta = 2
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Figure 5.4: PE distribution with β = 2

In this chapter, however, we don’t intend to estimate the parameter β.
We treat it as a free parameter to add some flexibility to the classification
model.

5.3

A new view of EM algorithm

The EM algorithm is a standard tool in statistics for dealing with missing
values in maximum likelihood parameter/structure estimation. In this chapter, we present a ”standard” view of this algorithm. For the standard view
see classic chapter by Dempster et al. (1977) and the refinement provided by
Neal and Hinton (1998). We start by describe a simple algorithm for maximizing convex functions within non-convex sets. Carrying this algorithm
over to probabilistic setting gives the EM-algorithm.
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5.3.1

Constrained Maximization of a convex function

Suppose we have a convex continuously differentiable function f (x) x ∈ χ,
and we would like to find the maximum of this function within some compact
set x ∈ χc ⊆ χ. Neither χc nor χ need to be convex sets. More precisely, we
want
xc = arg max f (x).
x∈χc

(5.27)

The set χc may be fragmented and and thus finding the maximum may
require rather exhaustive search. To deal with this difficulty, we develop
instead a simple iterative algorithm that is no longer guaranteed to find the
global maximum but will nevertheless always find a local maximum that
depends on an initial guess x0 provided by the user. Whenever the set χc is
convex, however, the iterative algorithm will find the global maximum.
Our assumption guarantee that we can find a tangent plane for the function f at any point x0 :
L(x; x0 ) = 5f (x0 )T (x − x0 ) + f (x0 )

(5.28)

Since f is convex we must have
1. L(x; x0 ) ≤ f (x) for all x ∈ χ
2. L(x0 ; x0 ) = f (x0 )
Suppose now that we were able to find x1 ∈ χc such that L(x1 ; x0 ) >
L(x0 ; x0 ). Then the above properties imply that
0 < L(x1 ; x0 ) − L(x0 ; x0 ) = L(x1 ; x0 ) − f (x0 ) ≤ f (x1 ) − f (x0 )

(5.29)

or, equivalently, f (x1 ) > f (x0 ), which is what we want. By applying this
argument iteratively, we get the following Frank Wolfe algorithm for maxi86

mizing f :
Algorithm 1
1. Choose x0 ∈ χc .
2. Compute L(x; xt−1 ).
3. Find xt ∈ χc such that L(xt ; xt−1 ) > L(xt−1 ; xt−1 ).
4. Iterate until L(xt ; xt−1 ) − L(xt−1 ; xt−1 ) < ²
This algorithm generates a sequence x0 , x1 , . . . , xt with the property that
f (x0 ) < f (x1 ) <, . . . , f (xt )

(5.30)

arg max L(xt ; xt−1 ) = L(xt−1 ; xt−1 ) = f (xt−1 )

(5.31)

and stops whenever

x∈χc

At this point we reach a local maximum. Note that we may still be able to
find xt 6= xt−1 such that L(xt ; xt−1 ) = f (xt−1 ), the local maximum function
is unique in terms of the value of the function, not in terms of x that achieves
the value.
Finally note that to find xt from xt−1 as required by the algorithm we do
not need to evaluate L(x; xt−1 ) but only the part that depends on x.
xt = arg max{L(x; xt−1 )} = arg max{5f (xt−1 )T x}
x∈χc

x∈χc

(5.32)

The stopping criterion also relies on computing only 5f (xt−1 )T x:
L(xt ; xt−1 ) − L(xt−1 ; xt−1 ) = 5f (xt−1 )T xt − 5f (xt−1 )T xt−1
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(5.33)

5.3.2

The EM algorithm

Suppose we have a parametric model
P (x|θ) = P (x1 , . . . , xn |θ)

(5.34)

over x ∈ A where θ ∈ Θ denotes the parameters. Let xv be the set of visible
or observed variables. We would like to maximize
log P (xv |θ) = log

X

x\xv

P (x \ xv , xv |θ)

(5.35)

with respect to the parameters θ ∈ Θ. Typically there are multiple observations and possibly over different sets of variables. Our simple case here is
readily extended to the more general setting.
The EM algorithm proceeds to maximize the log-likelihood by starting
with an initial guess Θ0 and successfully refining the parameters by finding
the maximum of
Q(θ|θ0 ) = Eθ0 {log P (x \ xv , xv |θ0 )|θ0 } =

X

x\xv

P (x \ xv |xv , θ0 ) log P (x|θ)
(5.36)

with respect to θ ∈ Θ. The advantage of this formulation is that due to the
factorization of the joint distribution, log P (x|θ) often reduces to a simple
sum that considerably simplifies the maximization step. The computation
of the Q-function, i.e., carrying out the expectation over the missing values,
is called the E-step and the maximization with respect to θ is known as the
M-step. We can write the algorithm as follows:
Algorithm 2
1. Choose θ0 ∈ Θ
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2. E-step: Compute Q(θ|tat−1 ).
3. M-step: find θt ∈ Θ such that Q(θt |θt − 1) > Q(θt−1 |θt−1 ).
4. Iterate until Q(θt |θt−1 ) − Q(θt−1 |θt−1 ) < ε.
This is similar to our previous algorithm. We can establish the connection
formally as follows. Let Φ be the space of all real functions Φ(x) whose
components are indexed by the configuration x ∈ A. Also let Φc be the
set of all functions Φ(x) = log P (x|θ) for all θ ∈ Θ. Thus maximizing the
log-likelihood is equivalent to maximizing
log

X

P (x|θ) = log

x\xv

X

elog P (x|θ) = log

x\xv

X

eΦ(x) = f (Φ)

(5.37)

x\xv

with respect to Φ ∈ Φc . It can be shown that f (Φ) is convex function of
Φ. This is a well known property in the physics literature and can be shown
easily by computing the Hessian and showing that it must be positive (semi-)
definite. The gradient of f with respect to a particular component of Φ, say
Φ(x̃) is given by
X
1
1
∂f (Φ)
δ(xv = x˜v ) = P
= P
eΦ(x̃) δ(xv = x˜v )
Φ(x)
Φ(x)
∂Φ(x̃)
e
e
x\xv
x\xv
x\xv

=

1
P (x̃|θ)δ(xv = x˜v )
P (xv |θ)

(5.38)

so long as Φ ∈ Φc , thus
5f (Φ0 )T Φ =
=
=

Xh

i
1
P (x̃|θ0 )δ(xv = x˜v ) log P (x̃|θ)
P (x˜v |θ0 )

x\xv

P (xv |θ0 )

x̃

X P (x|θ0 )

X

x\xv

log P (x|θ)

P (x \ xv |xv , θ0 ) log P (x|θ) = Q(θ|θ0 ),
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(5.39)
(5.40)
(5.41)

which completes the connection. The analysis of the EM-algorithm follows
the analysis of the previous algorithm. Therefore EM-algorithm is a specific
case of the algorithm 1.

5.3.3

EM-algorithm for PE Mixture Models

In previous chapter, we have introduced the EM-algorithm for mixture model
using Gaussian kernels. Here we derive the EM for PE mixture directly from
log-likelihood function.
We have a mixture m PE where we use t and j to denote specific mixture
components and i indexes training examples. θ contains all the adjustable
parameters in the mixture PE model.
The log-likelihood of the observed data is given by
n
X

Q(θ) =

i=1
n
X

=

log P (xi |θ) =
log

·X
m

i=1
j=1
·
n
m
X X

=

i=1

j=1

n
X

log

i=1

·X
m

P (xi , t = j|θ)

j=1

P (t = j|θ)P (xi |t = j, θ)
¸

¸

pj P (xi |µj , Σj ) ,

¸

(5.42)
(5.43)
(5.44)

where θ = {p1 , . . . , pm , µ1 , . . . , µm , Σ1 , . . . , Σm } and pj = P (j|θ) is the prior
probability of selecting component j. Please note the PE kurtosis parameter
β is predetermined constant i.e., it is given in prior, so, we can simply test
the effect of the kurtosis β through given different values.
Algorithm 3:
1. Choose θ0 ∈ Θ
2. E-step: compute Q(θ|θ0 ) =
=

Pn

i=1

·

Pm

j=1

Pn

i=1

Eθ0 {log P (x, t|θ)|xi }

P (t = j|xi , θ0 ) log P (xi , t = j|θ)
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¸

3. M-step: find θt ∈ Θ such that Q(θt |θt−1 ) > Q(θt−1 |θt−1 ).
4. Iterate until Q(θt |θt−1 ) − Q(θt−1 |θt−1 ) < ε.
In the M-step the parameters µj and Σj can be estimated using the general
maximum log-likelihood method . The prior probability pˆj , however, can be
find through maximizing Q(θ|θ0 ) directly.
In order to optimize pˆj , we need to add the constraint
creates a new optimization that we wish to maximize:
Q̂(θ|θ0 ) =

m
n X
X

i=1 j=1

P (t = j|xi , θ0 ) log P (xi , t = j|θ) − λ

Pm

m
³X

j=1

j=1

pˆj = 1. This

´

pˆj − 1 .

(5.45)

Excluding boundary conditions, taking the derivative related to pˆj , and simplifying the formulas, we can get
pˆj =

5.4

n
1X
P (t = k|xi , θ0 ).
n i=1

(5.46)

Hybrid Training

Hybrid training is composed of two separate stages. In the first stage, the
kernel’s parameters (the PE centers and covariance ) are determined using
the unsupervised training approach. Then the second layer multiplicative
weights are trained using the regular supervised technique.
The first stage can be performed with the EM-algorithm, which was introduced in the last section. In each iteration of the EM algorithm, the new
prior class probabilities are calculated from the current posterior probabilities; then, the PE’s centers and covariance are calculated using the new
priors; finally, new posteriors are extracted from these new parameters, and
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are used by next iteration, and so on. The kurtosis parameter β is predetermined, so that we can test the effect of different β by simply giving different
β values.
The second stage is equivalent to solving a system of linear equations,
in which the second-layer weights (coefficients) are the unknowns, the target
output values are the free variables. There are two kinds of methods for
solving this second stage problem. The first is the pseudo-inverse technique
for batch learning. The second method is the gradient descent learning rule.
we will employ the second method in this chapter.
In the binary case, output y = P (t|x, w) =
Pm

j=1

1
1+exp(a(x))

and a(x) = w0 +

wj Kj . To compute the gradient
∂
∂
y=
log P (t|K(x), w)
∂wj
∂wj

(5.47)

first, we know y(−a) = 1 − y(a) and
∂
y(a) = y(a)y(−a),
∂a

∂
y(−a) = −y(a)y(−a)
∂

(5.48)

since
log P (t|K(x), w) = t log y(a) + (1 − t)log(1 − y(a))

(5.49)

∂
∂
∂
log P (t|K(x), w) = t log y(a) + (1 − t) log y(−a)
∂a
∂a
∂a

(5.50)

This is just a difference between the binary output label and our prediction
of the probability that the label is 1. The difference become zero only if we
predict the correct label with probability one. Now,
∂a ∂
∂
log P (t|K, w) =
. log P (t|K, w) = 1.(t − y(a))
∂w0
∂w0 ∂a

(5.51)

∂a ∂
∂
log P (t|K, w) =
. log P (t|K, w) = Kj .(t − y(a))
∂wj
∂wj ∂a

(5.52)
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Update rules that depend merely on the prediction difference (t − y(a)) in
addition to the middle layer output are often called delta rules. Then the
weights (coefficients) update as follows:
wj ← wj + ε

n
X
∂
i=1

∂wj

log P (ti |Ki (x), w)

(5.53)

√
where ε = 1/ nm, n is the number of training examples and m is the number
of centers in the middle layer, and set of weights wj can be initialized to 0
or very small random numbers.
Similarly for the multi-class classification with softmax output, the gradient descent learning rule for softmax is
wij ← wij + ε

∂
log P (t|K, w)
∂wij

(5.54)

and by the chain rule (recall the definition of a(i) in section 1)
∂a(i) ∂
∂
log P (t|K, w) =
.
log P (t|K, w)
∂wij
∂wij ∂a(i)
¶
µ
m
X
∂
a(j)
(t)
= Kj . (i) a − log
e
∂a
j=1
µ

m
∂ X
(j)
= Kj . δt,i − Pm a(j) (i) ( ea )
∂a j=1
j=1 e

µ

1

= Kj . δt,i − Pm

1

¶

ea(i)
= Kj .(δt,i − P (t = i|K, w))
j=1

¶

(5.55)
(5.56)

(5.57)
(5.58)
(5.59)

where δt,i = 1 if t = i and zero otherwise. We have assumed here that j > 0.
The derivative with respect to wi0 is obtained analogously but Kj would be
replaced with 1. This has the form of a delta rule since it is a difference
between that target δt,i (assigning 1 to the correct label and zero for others)
and our predictions P (t = i|K, w).
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The hybrid training approach has several advantages. It is much faster
than the supervised method, and is easier to interpret. It is especially useful
when labeled data is in short supply , since the first stage can be performed
on all the data without using the label.
The hidden units in a RBF network are actually the component densities of a PE mixture model. The second layer weights are their mixture
coefficients. The first stage unsuppervised training determines the Power
Exponential distributions, thus partitions the data into multi-dimensional
radial clusters. The second stage of the training sets the mixing coefficients,
in order to map the PE (actually the distance of the input vector from each
PE) to valid the output values.

5.5

Computing Results

In order to illustrate various features of our new model, we first generate a
two dimensional toy problem to show the effect for classification with different β values. Figures (5.5 - 5.8) show that different β values give different
classification boundary contours, therefore have quite different classification
decisions. It is shown that parameter β is critical in RBF classification.
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Decision Boundary for RBF, Exact Interpolation with beta =0.5
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Figure 5.5: RBF classification using PE kernel with β = 0.5

Decision Boundary for RBF, Exact Interpolation with beta =0.95
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Figure 5.6: RBF classification using PE kernel with β = 0.95
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Decision Boundary for RBF, Exact Interpolation with beta =1.5
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Figure 5.7: RBF classification using PE kernel with β = 15

Decision Boundary for RBF, Exact Interpolation with beta =2
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Figure 5.8: RBF classification using PE kernel with β = 2
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classification using RBF
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Figure 5.9: RBF Classification Using β = 0.95; Test Error 14

The second data set is created by sampling from a distribution model
that we construct by hand. There are 3 classes: 100 examples of each class,
and each example has 2 feature values. The data set is contained in three
matrices of the data. The feature values for each example are collected in the
input matrix. Each example is stored as a row. The correct class of the i’th
example is stored in the i’th row of the target matrix. There is one column
in the target matrix for each class. The column that contains the value 1 is
the correct class; the other column will contain 0. A third matrix called test
contains a collection of test examples. The classification results for test data
are visualized in figures (5.9-5.11). Classification using RBF network with
PE kernel and β = 0.95 has the lowest test error.
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Figure 5.10: RBF Classification Using β = 1; Test Error 22

MLP for Classification
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Figure 5.11: Linear Classification Test Error 49
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Table 5.1: Model Performance Comparison
Models

Test Error(# of Misclassification)

Mix Gaussian Classifier

96

Logistic Regression

48

RBF with PE kernel β = 0.98

40

Our third example is a binary data file. The training and test data sets
are ”3”s and ”5”s. we have assigned y = 1 for all ”3”s and y = 0 for all ”5”s.
The results are in the following table (5.1)
Our last example is a credit screening problem. The credit database
was obtained via FTP from the machine learning database repository maintained by UC-Irvine. The task is to predict whether or not an application
will default. For each of 690 applicant case histories, the database contain
15 features describing the applicant plus the class label indicates whether
or not a default ultimately occurred. The meaning of the feature is confidential for propriety reasons. Only 6 features were used in the experiments
reported here. After omitting the cases having missing features, we use 666
observations in the experiments.
In all the experiment, the data was randomly partitioned in 100 different
ways into 400 training data and 266 test examples. The results shown in table
(5.2) are average over 100 different partitions. RBF using PE kernel gives
the best test error. Such an modest but statistically significant improvement
in test error could translate into a substantial increase in profit for the bank.
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Figure 5.12: Training Errors for the RBF

Table 5.2: Model Performance Comparison
Models

Training Error

Test Error

Multilayer Perceptron

18.6% ± 0.2

22.3% ± 0.3

RBF using Gaussian kernel

19.1% ± 0.3

21.8% ± 0.1

RBF with PE kernel β = 0.87

18.7% ± 0.1

20.6% ± 0.3
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5.6

Conclusions

In this chapter, we proposed RBF using PE kernels which are the generalization of gaussian kernels. These kinds of kernel functions together with
hybrid training scheme result in a higher classification accuracy. The results
are encouraging. In the future, We may estimate the conditional probability for the mixture Power Exponential distribution using the same scheme
and use different β for different PE components. In order to improve the
performance, we may pick up the best β through using Genetic algorithm.
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Chapter 6
Kernel PCA for Feature
Extraction
This chapter stands a little apart from the rest of the thesis. Honestly say,
I never intend to do thing in this field in my proposal. However, in the
process of writing the thesis, I find this topic is not only interesting but
also very important in many applications. Therefore I take a little time to
discuss algorithms of kernel PCA. In this chapter, we deal with modeling or
extracting information from an unlabeled data sample. In many real world
applications appropriate preprocessing transformations of high dimensional
input data can increase overall performance of algorithms. Feature extraction
tries to find a compact description of the interesting features of the data.
This can be useful for visualization of higher dimensional data in two or three
dimensions or for data compression. It can also be applied as a preprocessing
step which enables to reduce the dimension of the data to be handled by a
subsequent model.
In this chapter, we are mainly concentrate on kernel PCA for feature se102

lection in a higher dimensional feature space. we first introduce the usefulness
of EM algorithm for standard PCA. We then present the kernel PCA. Kernel
PCA is a nonlinear extension of PCA based on the kernel transformation (
Scholkopf, smola, and Muller 1998). It requires the eigenvalue decomposition
of a so called kernel matrix of size N × N . In this contribution we propose
an expectation maximization approach for performing kernel principal component analysis. Moreover we will introduce an online algorithm of EM for
PCA. We show this to be a computationally efficient method especially when
the number of data points is large.

6.1

Introduction

Let xn be an d dimensional data i.e., xn = (xn1 , . . . , xnd ) ∈ Rd . There is
available a sample D = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xN } from the random vector x. No
explicit assumptions on the probability density of the vectors (variables) are
made in PCA, as long as the first and second order statistics are known or
can be estimated from the sample. It is essential in PCA that the elements
are mutually correlated, and there is some redundancy in x, make the PCA
possible. If the elements are independent, nothing can be achieved by PCA.
Principle component analysis have several important properties. First, in
the optimal (in terms of mean squared error) linear scheme we may compress
a set of high dimensional vectors into a set of lower dimensional vectors and
then reconstruct. Second, the model parameters can be computed directly
from the data - for example by diagonalizing the sample covariance. Third,
compression and decomposition are easy operations to perform given the
model parameters, since they require only matrix multiplications.
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Despite these attractive features, PCA has several shortcomings (Roweis,
1998). One is the naive methods for finding the principle component directions have trouble with high dimensional data or large number of data points.
Another shortcoming of standard approach to PCA is that it is not obvious
how to deal properly with missing data. Incomplete data points must either
be discarded or completed using a variety of ad-hoc interpolation method.
Finally, the PCA model itself suffers from a critical flaw which is independent
of the techniques used to compute its parameters: it does not define a proper
probability model in the space of the input.
In last couple of years, there are some papers published in the PCA
fields. PCA trained using EM is an attractive way of doing standard PCA,
for example for feature extraction (Roweis, 1998). Of course, a host of other
approaches exists for doing PCA. A general technique is to first compute the
sample covariance matrix, which is O(d2 N ), followed by any general method
which solves a symmetric eigenvalue problem (Golub and Van Loan 1996).
The more advanced methods are able to extract a specific number l of principal eigenvectors and are in general O(ld2 ). One can avoid computing the
sample covariance matrix and its typical problems with a small amount of
data in a high-dimensional space, by computing the singular value decomposition of the N × d matrix containing the training data(Ripley, 1996). A
disadvantage of these techniques is that, in general, they require storing the
entire covariance matrix or the entire data matrix. This has motivated the
development of incremental technique from the fields of neural networks. One
class methods use some form Hebbian learning on a one layer neural network
to find the principle subspace (Diamantaras and Kung 1996).
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The EM algorithm for PCA combines several of the advantages of the
above methods. It doesn’t require computing the covariance matrix and is
only O(ldN ) + O(l2 d) when extracting the l principal eigenvectors.
Principle component analysis can be viewed as a limiting case of a particular class of linear gausian models. Assuming that x was produced by a
linear transformation of some l dimensional latent variable z plus additive
gaussian noise. Denoting the transformation by a d × l matrix C, and the
noise by v (with covariance matrix R) the generative model can be written
as
x = Cz + v

z ∼ N (0, I)

v ∼ N (0, R).

The latent or cause variables z are assumed to be identically distributed
according to a unit spherical Gaussian. Since v is also independent and
normal distributed (and we assume independent z), the model simplifies to
a single gaussian model for x which we can write explicitly:
x ∼ N (0, CCT + R),
where x ∈ Rd and z ∈ Rl , respectively. It is shown in (Roweis and Ghahramani, 1998; Tipping and Biship 1999) that as the noise level in the model
becomes infinitesimal the PCA model is recovered. i.e., when R = lim²→0 ²I,
the posterior density then becomes a delta function
P (z|x) = δ(z − (CT C)−1 C T x),
and the EM algorithm is a straight forward least square projection which is
given below. We denote the matrix of data observation as X ∈ R d×N and
the matrix of latent variables as Z ∈ Rl×N . Then
E − Step :

Z = (CT C)−1 CT X.
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(6.1)

M − Step :

Cnew = XZT (ZZT )−1 .

(6.2)

After briefly recall the main idea of kernel functions and kernel PCA, I
show how we can use EM for kernel PCA to solve the eigenvalue problem
and make kernel PCA tractable on large data set. The main contribution
of this chapter is to provide an new version of kernel PCA, and explores its
applications. Online EM algorithm for PCA is also briefly discussed.

6.2

Kernel Functions

In this section, we pursue a different approach of making a model non-linear,
by kernel functions k : Rd × Rd → R on pairs of points in data space. If
these kernel functions satisfy a certain condition (Mercer’s condition), they
correspond to non linearly mapping the data in a higher dimensional feature
space F by a map Φ : Rd → F and taking the dot product in this space
(Vapnik, 1995):
K(x, y) = Φ(x).Φ(y).

(6.3)

This means that any linear algorithm in which the data only appears in the
form of dot products xi .xj can be made nonlinear by replace the dot product
by kernel function K(xi , xj ) and doing all the other calculations as before.
The main idea is that it enables us to work in the feature space without
having to map the data into it. The best known example using this idea is
the support vector machine (which I will explore this topic in the coming
chapters) in which a linear classification method based on hyperplanes is
transformed into a powerful non-linear method by kernel functions. some
examples of valid (that is , satisfying Mercer’s condition) kernels are:
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1. Polynomial kernel:
K(xi , xj ) = (xi .xj )p .
2. Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernels:
K(xi , xj ) = exp[−

||xi − xj ||2
].
(2σ 2 )

3. PE kernels (a generalization of gaussian kernel):
K(xi , xj ) = exp[−(

||xi − xj ||2 β
) ].
r2

4. Sigmoid kernels:
K(xi , xj ) = tanh[a(xi .xj )].
Which all correspond to a dot product in a high dimensional feature space.
For the polynomial kernel of degree p, for example, the feature space consists
of all products of entries up to order p, a quantity which grows like dp . Recently, the kernel trick has also been applied to Fisher discriminant analysis
(Mika, Ratsch, Scholkopf, and Muller 1999; Baudat and Anouarf 2000) and
PCA (Scholkopf, Smola, and Muller 1998). The latter is created kernel PCA
and is based on a formulation of PCA in terms of the dot product matrix
instead of the covariance matrix.This makes it possible to extract nonlinear
features by solving an eigenvalue problem like for PCA.

6.3

Kernel PCA

The standard formulation of PCA is as the eigendecomposition of the covariance matrix of the data. We will see that PCA can also be carried out
on the dot product matrix, a well-known fact in the literature (Kirby and
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Sirovish 1990, Schokopf, Smola, and Muller 1998) but I think this proof is
more elegant and shorter than previous ones.
Let {xn } be the data set with N examples of dimension d. We also
suppose the data set to be centered:

P

N

xn = 0d . The d × N matrix X =

(x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ) represents the data in the compact way. Standard PCA is
based on finding the eigenvalues and orthonormal eigenvectors of the (sample)
covariance matrix of size d × d:
C=

1
XXT .
N

The matrix in terms of dot products we are interested in is the dot product
matrix of size N × N :
K=

1 T
X X.
N

Claim 1:
There is a one to one correspondence between the non-zero eigenvalue related eigenvectors {vk } of C and the non-zero eigenvalue related eigenvectors {uk } of K and they have the same eigenvalues λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λp (of course
p ≤ min(d, N )) and

where the scaling by

√

Xuk
vk = √
λk

(6.4)

XT v k
uk = √
λk

(6.5)

λk normalizes the eigenvectors.

Proof: Let v be an eigenvector of the covariance matrix C with eigenvalue λ: XXT v = λv. Then:
XT X(XT v) = XT (XXT v) = λXT v,
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so λ is also an eigenvalue of the dot matrix XT X with corresponding eigenvector XT v provided XT v 6= 0N which follows from:
λ 6= 0

⇒

λv 6= 0d

⇔

XXT v 6= 0d

⇒

XT v 6= 0N

So we only need to take the non-zero eigenvalue related eigenvectors into
account. By symmetry (in X and XT ), we can also conclude that each nonzero eigenvalue related eigenvector of the dot product matrix XT Xu = λu
corresponds to a eigenvector Xu of the covariance matrix with eigenvalue λ.
The one to one correspondence as stated in theorem follows after a straightforward normalization of the eigenvectors u for the dot product matrix (i.e.,
||u|| = 1) one can normalize the eigenvectors v for the covariance matrix
using
vT v = uT XT Xu = λuT u = λ
and the other way works too. given normalizing v, we can find uT u = λ.
Therefore the theorem is proved.
A direct consequence of the theorem is that one can perform PCA feature
extraction entirely in terms of the dot products by calculating the product
matrix K, determining its orthonormal eigenvectors uk and its eigenvalues
λk and projecting a point x ∈ Rd onto the principal eigenvectors vk in data
space as defined by (6.4):
xT v k =

N
i q
xT Xuk h X
√
=
uki (x.xi ) / λk ,
λk
i=1

(6.6)

in which the data also appears only in a dot product. This means that we can
map the data points into a high-dimensional feature space F by Φ: R d ⇒ F
and still perform PCA feature extraction in F without explicitly performing
this map using the kernel functions.
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when mapping the data into feature space, the dot product matrix becomes the so called kernel matrix of size N × N :
Kij = Φ(xi ).Φ(xj ) = K(xi , xj ),

(6.7)

where we use the kernel function (6.3). Let the eigenvectors of K be {uk },
as before , with corresponding eigenvalues {λk }. The principal eigenvectors
of the covariance matrix of the mapped data lie in the span of the Φ-images
of the training data:
k

x =

N
hX

uki Φ(xi )

i=1

i q

/ λk .

(6.8)

Feature extraction can again be done by projecting a point Φ(x) onto the
principal eigenvectors vk in the feature space:
k

Φ(x).v =

"

N
X

uki Φ(x).Φ(xi )

i=1

# q

/ λk =

"

N
X
i=1

uki K(x, xi )

# q

/ λk .

(6.9)

This leads to the following algorithm which is formulated entirely in terms
of the kernel function.
Algorithm 2:
1. Input:
• A matrix of training samples: X = (x1 x2 . . . xN ).
• A kernel function K: Rd × Rd → R.
2. The training Process:
for i = 1 to N do
for j = 1 to N do
Kij = K(xi , xj )
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end
end
E = ones(N, N )
. K = (E −

1
E)K(E
N

−

1
E)
N

(Centering the training data).

. Determine eigenvectors {uk } and eigenvalues {λk } of K/N using
EM algorithm or traditional singular value decomposition
. for each k uk is a eigenvector corresponding to a non-zero
eigenvalue do
√
uk = u k / λk
end
3. Feature extraction of the first l nonlinear principle components of the
test data t1 , t2 , . . . , tl . assume λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . λl
for i = 1 to l do
for j = 1 to N do
i
j
Ktest
ij = K(t , x )

end
end
F = ones(N, L)/N
. Ktest = Ktest − F 0 K − Ktest E + F 0 KE (Centering the test data)
. U = (u1 u2 . . . ul )
T = Ktest U
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Where T is the N × l matrix of the first l nonlinear component
of t1 , . . . , tl .
Kernel PCA corresponds exactly to linear PCA in the high dimensional
feature space F and, therefore, has all the properties of PCA in F . Because
of the nonlinearity of the map Φ, the feature extracted in the input data
space is in a nonlinear way.
Kernel PCA can be used to extract the nonlinear features first, and then
the features extracted and used as an input for a linear SVM, obtaining
results which are competitive with the best results obtained with the
nonlinear SVM (Scholkopf, 1998). This illustrates that kernel PCA is
capable of extracting interesting nonlinear features.
However, kerenel PCA also has several disadvantages. First, nonlinear PCA
involves evaluating the kernel function N times for each principle
component of the new pattern while the standard PCA only the dot
product of two d-dimensional vectors is needed. Therefore Kernel PCA is
much slower. Second, standard methods for solving eigenvalue problems
need to store the entire N × N kernel matrix which can become infeasible
for a large number of samples N .

6.4

EM for Kernel PCA and On-line PCA

The application of the EM algorithm for PCA (see equations (6.1),(6.2)) to
kernel PCA is very straight forward. we need to center the kernel matrix K
using the algorithm 2 first. Then, let B ∈ RN ×l and Z ∈ Rl×N , the EM for
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kernel algorithm is given as follows:
E − Step :

Z = (BT KB)−1 BT K.

(6.10)

M − Step :

Bnew = ZT (ZZT )−1 .

(6.11)

To use this algorithm, we first initialize B randomly, and then do the
iteration until the algorithm converges.
An new online algorithm of the PCA is given here. This algorithm can do
the PCA without having to store the entire matrix. Assume the data have
zero mean, The algorithm is derived from equations (6.1) and (6.2) and
straightforward too.
E-step:
P = (CT C)−1 C T
Q = 0(d×l) ;

R = 0(l×l)

for n = 0 to N do
hzn i = Pxn
p = xn hzn iT ; P = P + p
q = hzn ihzn iT ; Q = Q + q
end
M-step:
C = PQ−1
The above algorithm can be extended to the kernel PCA with little
modification.
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Figure 6.1: Nonlinear Component Contour Using PE kernel

6.5

Computing Results

Our first toy example is a data set consists of three Power Exponential
clusters in R2 . This toy problem is similar to an example which appears in
the original paper of Scholkopf (1998). However, I am using PE distribution
instead of gaussian and try to catch some non-normality of the input data
2

)β ), where β is a free
set. the example using PE kernel: exp(−( ||x−y||
0.1
parameter. For the β = 1.2, we have the figure (6.1).
Contour lines in figure (6.1) indicate levels of constant principle component
value. The first two nonlinear principle components separate three clusters.
The next five split up each of the clusters.
Our second example is also a similar two dimensional toy problem. we do
the principle component analysis using different methods and different
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Figure 6.2: Nonlinear Component Contours of different PCA

kernels. The contour are drawing in picture (6.2).
Our third example is a gray image reconstruction problem using online EM
PCA algorithm. The data contains 1900 sample data which belong to 10
different class(number 0 - 9). and another 100 samples are used for testing.
It have shown the trade of between the quality of the reconstructions and
the number of the dimensions (see figures ( 6.3 - 6.7)).
Figure (6.7) shows that the best ICOMP value is −43.35 and the related
number of principle components is 43. From figure (6.6) we know that the
image is clear enough to be distinguished when the number of eigenvalues is
43. Therefore ICOMP works well for this PCA problem.
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Figure 6.4: Predicted Reconstruction Error
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Figure 6.6: Reconstructed Image
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6.6

Conclusions

Kernel PCA using EM algorithm can be used as the first stage of SVM
classification and regression. It is also a useful tool in feature extraction.
Our computing results show that kernel PCA using EM algorithm provides
an alternative tool to compute PCA. It can give huge saving in computing
time especially when we try to extract small number of eigenvalues from
large data set. Of course, there are some unsolved problems when kernel
PCA is applied to data compression and construction. For example, the
outcome of kernel PCA feature extraction is lied in feature space and does
not need to have a pre-image in input data space. Each eigenvector lies in
the feature space too. There is no technique available for finding
approximate pre-images of those values in the feature space. Future works
may go to these directions. On the other hand, Dr. Bozdogan’s information
criteria and other regularization tools may be applied to the kernel
principal component nonlinear regression in the future.
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Chapter 7
Lagrangian and Adaptive
Support Vector Machines
Support vector machine (SVM) was originally designed for regression and
binary classification. It promises to give good generalization and has been
applied to various tasks. The basic idea behind SVM is to do the
classification through solving a nonlinear(quadratic) programming (see
chapter 1). In this chapter, I concentrate on adaptive support vector
machines. Since there are many parameters in the kernel functions of SVM.
Tuning the smooth parameters can certainly improve the performance of
classification. The general literature of SVM has not discusses in detail the
subject of tuning the various user defined parameters. In this chapter, we
will explore the trade-off between maximum margin and classification errors
and do the experiments to estimate the best kernel parameters. I also give
some LSVM algorithms without using constrained quadratic programming
packages. Computations for toy and real life data are performed.
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7.1

Introduction

A general two class pattern classification problem is posed as follows:
• Give l i.i.d. sample: (x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xl , yl )
where xi for i = 1, . . . , l is a column vector of length d and
yi = {+1, −1} is the class label for data point xi .
• Find a classifier with the decision function, f (x) such that y = f (x),
where y is the class label for data point x.
The performance of the classifier is measured in terms of classification error
which defined in equation (7.1)


 0

E(y, f (x)) = 

 1

if y = f (x)

(7.1)

otherwise.

Classical regularization theory formulates the regression problem as a
variate problem of finding the function f that minimizes the functional
H[f ] =

l
1X
(yi − f (xi ))2 + C||f ||2K ,
l i=1

(7.2)

where ||f ||2K is a norm in a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert space H defined by
a positive definite function K, l is the number of data points or examples.
and C is the regularization parameter. Under general conditions the
solution of (7.2) is
f (x) =

l
X

αi K(x, xi ).

(7.3)

i=1

Evgeniou and his coworkers (2000) provide the following general function
form
H[f ] =

l
1X
E(yi , f (xi )) + C||f ||2K ,
l i=1
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(7.4)

where E(., .) is an error function , also called energy function, or loss
function. They showed that both regression and classification in SVM
correspond to the minimization of H in equation (7.4) for different choices
of E:
• Classical (L2 ) Regularization Networks (RN) as we did in previous
chapters
E(yi , f (xi )) = (yi − f (xi ))2

(7.5)

• Support Vector Machines Regression (SVMR)
E(yi , f (xi )) = |yi − f (xi )|ε

(7.6)

• Support vector Classification (SVMC)
E(yi , f (xi )) = |1 − yi f (xi )|+

(7.7)

where |.|ε is Vapnik’s epsilon-insensitive norm (Vapnik 1995), |x|+ = x if x
is positive and zero otherwise, and yi is a real number in RN and SVMR,
whereas it takes value −1, 1 in SVMC. Error function (7.7) is also called
the soft margin error (loss) function. In this chapter we only concentrate on
the classification problem. SVMC can be formulated as the problem of
minimizing :
H[f ] =

l
1
1X
||f ||2K ,
|1 − yi f (xi )|+ +
l i=1
2C

(7.8)

which is again of the form (7.4). Using the fact that yi ∈ {−1, 1} it is easy
to see that our formulation in equation (7.8) is equivalent to the following
quadratic programming problem (evgeniou et al, 2000):
min Φ(f, ξ) =

l
CX
1
ξi + ||f ||2K
l i=1
2
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subject to:
yi f (xi ) ≥ 1 − ξi ,
ξi ≥ 0

i = 1, . . . , l

(7.9)

i = 1, . . . , l.

The solution to this problem is again of the form:
f (x) =

l
X

αi K(xi , x) − b,

i=1

where it turns out that 0 ≤ αi ≤

C
.
l

(7.10)

The input data points xi for which αi

are different from zero are called support vectors.
If we take a 2-norm ||f ||2 =

qP

n
i=1

fi2 , and let C substitute

C
l

(since it is

only a constant), we can formulate (7.9) as follows:
min C

l
X

1
ξi + ||f ||22
2
i=1

subject to:
yi f (xi ) ≥ 1 − ξi ,
ξi ≥ 0

i = 1, . . . , l

(7.11)

i = 1, . . . , l.

If we let f (x) = wx − b, we get the model
l
X

l
1X
Min C
ξi +
||w||2
2 i=1
i=1

subject to:
yi (hw.xi i − b) ≥ 1 − ξi
ξi ≥ 0

i = 1, . . . , l
i = 1, . . . , l.

The dual of the equation(7.12) is simply as follows:
l X
l
l
X
1X
αi αj yi yj hxi .xj i −
αi
min
2 i=1 j=1
i=1
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(7.12)

subject to:
l
X

yi α i = 0

(7.13)

i=1

0 ≤ αi ≤ C,

The same reason if we take f (x) =
is as follows:

Pl

i=1

i = 1, . . . , l.
yi αi K(xi , x) − b, the dual of (7.11)

l
l
l X
X
1X
αi
αi αj yi yj K(xi , xj ) −
min
2 i=1 j=1
i=1

subject to:
l
X

yi α i = 0

(7.14)

i=1

0 ≤ αi ≤ C,

i = 1, . . . , l.

The resulting support vector classifier is
f (x) = sign{

l
X
i=1

αi∗ yi K(x, xi ) − b},

(7.15)

where it only depends on support vectors (αi∗ > 0).
There are many algorithms based on either solving equation (7.11) or
equation (7.14). In practice the dual problem is usually solved for
computational efficiency. This is a quadratic problem with l variables, 1
constraint and l bounds. We may solve the equations using math
programming solver directly, but it is inefficient for large data sets. I will
introduce some simple algorithms based on the special structure of the
problem in next section.
This chapter is organized as follows: Some new simple algorithms without
using the solver is introduced in section 2. In section 3 we describe the
adaptive SVM in details. Computational results are given in section 4.
Finally we will briefly discuss the conclusion and future works in section 5.
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7.2

Algorithms for training SVMs

Solving the quadratic programming in SVM training appears to be simple
and straightforward. Any commercial and free optimization packages that
solve linear constraint convex quadratic programing can be used. The most
popular packages are Lindo, Cplex, and Matlab toolbox. The first two
packages are installed in the computer lab of Management Science. The
optimization toolbox is available in the lab of statistics department.
However, all this packages don’t consider the special structure of the
problem and therefore they are really slow for large data sets. Solving a QP
problem with a size of more than a few thousand is very challenging in
terms of memory requirement and computation cost, but in practical
problem the number of training data point can exceed 50,000. Therefore
special algorithms must be find in order to train the SVM efficiently.
The first simple algorithm I proposed is based on the Lagrangian methods
we usually use in nonlinear optimization. For equation (7.14) the
Lagrangian to b maximized is as follows:
l
l
X
X
1X
yi yj K(xi , xj ) −
L(α) =
αi + λ
α i yi ,
2 i,j
i=1
i=1

(7.16)

where λ is the Lagrangian constant. The gradient
X
∂L
= yi
αj yj K(xi , xj ) − 1 + λyi .
∂αi
j

(7.17)

Using the simple gradient method here we can easily get
δαi = −η

∂L
.
∂αi

Therefore the simple iteration procedure is:
αi ← αi + δαi .
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(7.18)

The change in L with respect to αi is as follows:
δL = L(αi + δαi ) − L(αi )
=

h K(x , x )
i
i

2

−

1i
(δαi )2 .
η

(7.19)

Equation (7.19) shows that δL > 0 provided
2 > ηK(xi , xi ) > 0
⇒

2
> η > 0.
K(xi , xi )

We will also enforce the constraint 0 ≤ αi ≤ C by setting αi → 0 for those
αi ’s become negative. and αi = C for those αi ’become greater than C. The
LSVM algorithm is as follows:
Algorithm I:
1. Initialize αi0 = 0, C, and matrix K(xi , xj ).
2. For each point (xi , yi ) and i = 1 to l do:
(a) fi =

Pl

j=1

αj yj K(xi , xj )

(b) compute δαik = η(1 − fi yi ):
• If (αik−1 + δαik ) ≤ 0 then αik = 0
• If 0 ≤ (αik−1 + δαik ) < C then αik = αik−1 + δαik
• If (αik−1 + δαik ) ≥ C then αik = C
3. If a maximum number of iterations is exceeded or the margin:
γ=

´
1³
min{i|yi =+1} (fi ) − max{i|yi =−1} (fi )
2

is approximately 1, then stop.
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The second method I provide is based on the revision version of equation
(7.12). Instead of using the 1-norm

P

i

ξ, we will use the 2-norm

the objective function, and add b2 in the objective function.
Min

1
2

P

i

ξ 2 in

l
l
CX
1 X
ξi2 + ( ||w||2 + b2 )
2 i=1
2 i=1

subject to:
yi (hw.xi i − b) ≥ 1 − ξi
ξi ≥ 0

i = 1, . . . , l

(7.20)

i = 1, . . . , l.

For simplicity, we introduce the matrix notation here. Let




X=




be the l × d matrix, and







Y=






xT1
..
.
xTl










y1

0

0
..
.

y2 . . . 0 


.. . .

.
.
0 


0

... 0 



0

. . . yl



be a l × l diagonal matrix, where yi ∈ {−1, 1}. Let I be a unit matrix,
e = [1, . . . , 1]T be a column vector with all 1’s, and ξ = [ξ1 , . . . , ξl ]T .
Equation (7.20) is shown in the following matrix form
Min

1
C T
ξ ξ + (wT w + b2 )
2
2

subject to:
Y(wT X − eb) + ξ ≥ e.
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(7.21)

The dual of this problem is
min

1 T I
α ( + Y(XXT + eeT )Y)α − eT α
2
C

(7.22)

subject to
α ≥ 0,
among α = [α1 , . . . , αl ]T are the dual variables. The variables {w, b} of the
primal problem can be calculated by the following relations:
w = XT Yα,

ξ=

α
,
C

b = −eT Yα

(7.23)

Let
Q=

I
+ Y(XXT + eeT )Y
C

(7.24)

1 T
α Qα − eT α
2

(7.25)

The problem become
Min
subject to:
α ≥ 0.
The algorithm based on equation (7.25) is straightforward. Using the KKT
condition, the following iteration scheme is employed:
αk = Q−1 (e + ((Qαk−1 − e) − mαk−1 )+ ),

(7.26)

where m is a small positive constant. Given equation (7.26) we can solve
large classification problems without use optimization package. The only
complaint about this algorithm is that it doesn’t intend to find the
maximal margin classifier . To extend this algorithm to nonlinear
classification, the only change required is to substitute XXT by K(X, XT )
in equation (7.24), all other calculations are the same as before.
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Many other algorithms have been provided to tackle to large classification
problems through taking advantage of the fact that the expected number of
support vectors is a small fraction of the number of total training data
points. The most popular one is proposed by John Platt (Platt, 2000)
called Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO). The idea behind this
algorithm is decomposition. Readers may see the references for SMO
algorithm and related C++ code. Compared with SMO, our LSVM
algorithms are more simple.

7.3

Adaptive Support Vector Machines

In support vector machine, all the parameters of kernel functions and soft
margin parameter C are predetermined. They are given without
considering the specific data set. In practice, however, these tunable
parameters need to be determined in the computing process in order to
achieve the best generation results. There are only two major parameters
which are defined by the user. There is the trade off between the margin
width and the classification error ( soft margin parameter C), and the
kernel function parameters. The kernel parameters define the structure of
the high dimensional feature space where the maximal margin hyperplane is
found. Too rich a feature space would cause the system overfit the data,
and conversely the system can be unable to separate the data if the kernels
are too poor. Two popular kernel functions are
1. Polynomial kernel:
K(xi , xj ) = (xi .xj )p
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2. Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernels:
K(xi , xj ) = exp[−

||xi − xj ||2
]
(2σ 2 )

Therefore, we need to tuning parameter σ or p alternatively for RBF or
polynomial kernel.
The parameters are usually tuned by minimizing the estimated
generalization error using some methods of performance measures such as
k-fold cross validation or leave one out (LOO). Some popular performance
measures are given here.

7.3.1

VC Bound

SVMs are based on the idea of structural risk minimization introduced by
statistical learning theory (Vapnik, 2000). suppose there is a learning
machine with adjust parameters α. For the two-class classification problem,
the learning machine will tune its parameters α to learn the mapping
x → f (x, α). The performance of this machine (model) can be measured by
the expectation of the test error, as shown in equation (7.27)
R(α) =

Z

1
E(y, f (x, α))dP (x, y).
2

(7.27)

This is called expected risk or actually risk. It requires at least an estimate
of probability distribution P (x, y), which is not available for most
classification tasks. Hence, one must settle for the empirical risk measure
which is defined in equation (7.28). This is just a measure of the mean
error over the available training data.
Remp (α) =

l
l
1 X
1 X
E(y, f (x, α)) =
|y − f (x, α)|+ .
2l i=1
2l i=1
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(7.28)

Most training algorithm for learning machines implement Empirical Risk
Minimization (ERM), i.e. minimize the empirical error using Maximum
Likelihood Estimation of the parameters α. The traditional training
algorithms do not consider the capacity of the learning machine and can
result overfitting.
In contrast with ERM, the goal of Structural Risk Minimization (SRM)
(vapnik, 1995, 2000) is to find the learning machine that yields a good
trade-off between low empirical risk and small capacity. For particular
choice of α, with probability 1 − η (0 ≤ η ≤ 1), the following bound holds:
R(α) ≤ Remp (α) +

s

h(log(2l/h) + 1) − log(η/4)
.
l

(7.29)

where h is the VC-dimension of a set of functions f (x, α) and it describes
the capacity of the set of functions. The right hand side of (7.29) is referred
as risk bound. The second term of the risk bound is usually referred as the
VC confidence
For a given learning task, the Structural Risk Minimization principle
chooses the parameters α so that the risk bound is minimal. the main
difficulty in applying the risk bound is that it is difficult to determine the
VC-dimension of the set of functions. Therefore, we have to use other tools
in practice.

7.3.2

k-fold Cross Validation and LOO

Cross validation is a popular technique for estimating generalization error
and there are several versions. In k-fold cross validation, the training data
is randomly split into k mutually exclusive subsets of approximately equal
size. The SVM decision rule is obtained using k − 1 of the subsets and then
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tested on the subset left out. This procedure is repeated k times and in this
fashion each subset is used for test once. Averaging the test error over the k
trials gives an estimate of the expected generalization error.
LOO can be viewed as an extreme form of k-fold cross validation in which k
is equal to the number of examples. In LOO, one example is left out for
testing each time, and so the training and testing are repeat l times. We
can show :
Claim 1:
LOO estimate of the generalization error of a learning method is unbiased
in that taking expected value of this estimate with respect to the
probability of selecting the training set yields the true expect error.
Proof:
Let ED {.} denote the expectations with respect to the choice of the
training set D = {(x1 , y), . . . , (xl , y)}. The expectation is well defined since
we assume that each training example is sampled independently from some
fixed but unknown distribution P (x, y). Now let f (x, α̂l ) be the classifier
resulting from any learning algorithm that uses all l training examples.
We’d like to get an estimate of the generalization error for such a classifier.
LOO gives us a generalization error for almost the same thing: for
f (x, α̂l−1 ), i.e.,it estimates the generalization error of a classifier trained on
a basis of l − 1 training examples. For any reasonably large training set. the
two estimates are very close. Now let f (x, α̂l−1,i ) be the classifier we obtain
by training with all the training examples except the ith one. With this
notation, the LOO estimate of the generalization error can be written as
gecv =

l
1X
hyi 6= f (xi , α̂l−1,i )i
l i=1
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(7.30)

where h.i = 1 if the argument is true and zero otherwise. To show that the
estimate is unbiased we have to show that when averaged over possible
training data sets, we get the generalization error. Consider therefore
l
1X
ED {hyi 6= f (xi , α̂l−1,i )i}
ED {gecv } =
l i=1
= ED {hyi 6= f (xi , α̂l−1,i )i} (iid)

n

= EDl−1,i E(xi ,yi ) {hyi 6= f (xi , α̂l−1,i )i | xi , yi }
= EDl−1,i {gel−1,i }

(7.31)
(7.32)
o

(7.33)
(7.34)

= Generalization error based on l − 1 examples (7.35)
where
gel−1,i = E(xi ,yi ) {hyi 6= f (xi , α̂l−1,i )i | xi , yi }
This proves the Claim 1.
Claim II:

The LOO cross-validation estimate for a support vector

machine is upper bounded by the number of support vectors.
Proof:
Let SV be the set of support vectors. Since the solution is expressed in
terms of a select set of training examples, the support vectors and all
non-support vectors are classified correctly regardless of whether they are
appear in the training set, we may divide the summation in the cross
validation into two parts based on whether the example is a support vector
or not:
i
X
1h X
hyi =
6 f (xi , α̂l−1,i )i +
hyi 6= f (xi , α̂l−1,i )i (7.36)
l i∈SV
i∈SV
/
i
1h X
hyi =
6 f (xi , α̂l−1,i )i + 0
(7.37)
=
l i∈SV
1 X
1
(7.38)
≤
l i∈SV

gecv =
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=

Number of support vectors
l

(7.39)

Combining Claim I and Claim II, we have the following corollary.
Corollary. The expected error of a support vector machine is upper
bounded by the expected number of support vectors.

7.3.3

Approximate Span Bound

Vapnik and Chapelle (1999) introduced a new concept called span of
support vectors. Based on this new concept, they developed a new
technique called span rule to approximate the LOO estimate. The following
bound of LOO error estimate was also proposed in that paper.
√ P
Dsv max(Ds , 1/ C) αi∗ + p
NL00
≤
,
l
l

(7.40)

where NLOO is the number of errors in LOO procedure, Ds is the diameter
of the smallest sphere containing the training point in the feature space,
Dsv is the diameter of the smallest sphere containing the support vectors
that 0 < αi∗ < C,

P

αi∗ is the sum of support vectors that 0 < αi∗ < C, and

p is the number of support vectors that αi∗ = C. This bound is called
approximate span bound.

7.4

Computational Results

The purpose of our experiments is to see how the parameters C,σ, and p
affect the generalization error. and what are the best parameters for some
specific data sets. All computations are based on the LSVM algorithms
proposed in this chapter. Both Gaussian kernel and polynomial kernel are
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used in the computation. In all simulations, first we fix the value of σ or p
and vary the value of C, and then we fix the soft margin parameter C and
vary the kernel parameter σ or p. The fixed values C and kernel parameter
(σ or p) are chosen so that the the combination achieves a test error close
to the smallest generalization error. In the experiments, we also calculate
the margin for SVM using
M argin =

1
||w||

= qP P
i

1
j

αi αj yi yj K(xi , xj )

.

(7.41)

So we can explore the relation between generalization error and the
classification margin.
Our first experiment visualizes the classification boundary change according
to different values of C, σ, or p alternatively. A simple toy data is used for
this experiment. Figure (7.1)shows the change in classification boundary
when we decrease the C value from infinite to 50, and to 10 given σ = 1.
Figure (7.2) shows the classification boundary of different σ = {5, 1, 0.5}
with fixed C = 100.
Figure (7.3) shows the classification boundary using different degree of
polynomial (p = {2, 4, 6}.
Figures (7.1), (7.2), and (7.3) show that the decision boundaries become
more complex and irregular, when decreasing C, reducing σ, or increasing
p. This greater variety in decision boundaries may add the flexibility of the
model. However, if C, or σ value is too small, or p is too large, overfitting
will happen. Our next experiment gives more details in this aspect.
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Binary Classification Patterns

Gaussian kernel. sigma=1 C=Inf

Gaussian kernel. sigma=1 C=50

Gaussian kernel. sigma=1 C=10

Figure 7.1: The classification boundary of different C

Binary Classification Patterns

Gaussian kernel. sigma=5 C=100

Gaussian kernel. sigma=1 C=100

Gaussian kernel. sigma=0.5 C=100

Figure 7.2: Classification boundary of different σ
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Binary Classification Patterns

Poly kernel. degree=2 C=100

Poly kernel. degree=4 C=100

Poly kernel. degree=6 C=100

Figure 7.3: Classification Boundary using Different p
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Table 7.1: Computing Results for Different Penalty (C)
Penalty C

Training Error Test Error Num SVs Margin

100

0

9.75%

96

0.1362

10

0

9.75%

96

0.1362

1

0

9.5%

96

0.1428

0.75

1%

8.75%

96

0.1497

0.6

1%

8.75%

96

0.1591

0.5

1%

9.0%

98

0.1705

0.4

1%

12%

99

0.1922

0.3

1%

13.25%

99

0.2277

Our second data set is digital data set with 100 training examples and 400
test examples. where each sample has 64 dimensions and all the values are
0’s or 1’s. The digits in the training and test data are ”3”s and ”5”s. We
have assigned y = 1 for all ”3”s and y = −1 for all ”5”s.
First we fix the value σ = 0.25, and vary the soft margin C in Equation
(7.11). C is sometimes called error penalty. The computational results are
given in table (7.1). Table (7.1) shows that the number of SVs does not
change significantly with different C value. A small C does cause the
average number of SVs to increase slightly. This could be due to more
support vectors being needed to compensate the bound on the other
support vectors. The margin increases with smaller C. This is as expected,
because if errors are allowed, then the the training algorithm can find a
separating plane with much larger margin. The training error increases as
C decreases. This is reasonable, since smaller C indicates a small search
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space for the QP optimizer and causes training error increase. However, the
testing error decreases first and then increases when C gets smaller. The
best C for a given σ = 0.25 is therefore in the range 0.6 − 0.75 with the
lowest test error 8.75%.
Second, we fix the C = 10 and vary the polynomial kernel parameter p.
The computing results are in table (7.2).
Third, we fix the C = 10 and vary the gaussian kernel parameter σ. The
computing results are in table (7.3)
Table (7.2) shows the lowest test error is 7.8% when the polynomial degree
p is 4. Table (7.3) shows the lowest test error is 9.8% when σ = 0.25. It is
clear that when the polynomial degree of the kernel increases or when the
radius of the gaussian kernel becomes smaller we can represent greater
variety of decision boundaries (more complex model). Initially the added
flexibility helps the generalization error as the model can better fit the
data. However, eventually this leads to overfitting as we see a little bit in
polynomial kernel of degree 8 and surly with gaussian kernel of radius 1/16.
The relationship between the test error and number of SVs is ambiguous.
For many of the model parameters, the number of SVs actually has an
Table 7.2: Computing Results for Different p
Polynomial degree d

Training Error

1

0

13.8%

35

0.104

2

0

10.0%

77

0.142

4

0

7.8%

98

0.128

8

0

13.8%

100

0.107
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Test Error Num SVs Margin

Table 7.3: Computing Results for Different σ
Radius (σ) Training Error Test Error Num SVs Margin
8

0

12.8%

39

0.038

4

0

12.3%

41

0.054

2

0

11.8%

45

0.078

1

0

11.5%

55

0.107

1/2

0

11.0%

76

0.135

1/4

0

9.8%

96

0.136

1/9

0

10.0%

100

0.109

1/16

0

19.3%

100

0.101

inverse relationship with the test error! Why is this? As we determined in
the previous section, The number of SVs is an upper bound on average on
the generalization error for a model. It says nothing about how close the
generalization error is to the number of SVs. Hence there is no real reason
to expect that the generalization error will closely follow the number of SVs.
The relationship between margin and test error of the model is a little bit
clear. We can see to some degree that the margin can serve as an indicator
of the generalization error. In both the polynomial kernel and the gaussian
kernel, the maximum margin with p = 2 or σ = {1/2, 1/4} matches or is
close to the maximum test error. However, the margin that we can achieve
on the training set is affected by many factors such as C and thus larger
margins need not lead to better generalization.
Our third experiments using some bench mark data sets given by G. Ratsch
(1999). The first data set called Banana has 2 input variables, 400 training,
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and 4900 test examples. The second data set called Image has 18 variables,
1300 training, and 1010 test examples. The third data set named splice has
60 variables, 1000 training, and 2175 test samples. For fixed Cs, the
computing results for optimal σ and different bounds are shown in table
(7.4)
The experiment results for fixed σs, and Optimal Cs of three different data
sets is shown in table (7.5).
Table (7.4) and (7.5) show that 5- fold cross-validation gives an excellent
estimate of the generalization error. Non of others yields a performance as
good as 5-fold cross validation. One the other hand, the approximate span
bound and VC bound cannot give a useful prediction of the optimal
parameters. We believe this is because the approximations introduced into
these bounds are too loose.
Our Final example is a genetic classification problem.The data set for
threading scores have 36657 samples and only 1551 true pairs. The data set
is in 20 dimensional space. The data set is unbalanced in the sense that the
true pairs are only a small proportion (4.23%). Moreover, The data set is
Table 7.4: Test error of different criteria for optimal σ
Best Values

Banana (C = 180)

Image (C = 55)

Splice (C = 1.5)

Optimal σopt

2.0

3.20

50

Test Error

10.4%

1.90%

9.47%

VC Bound

40.94%

25.62%

17.7%

Span Bound

39.4%

14.5%

14.1%

5-fold CV

12.8%

1.98%

9.75%
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Table 7.5: Test error of different criteria for optimal C
Best Values

Banana (σ = 1.35)

Image (σ = 1.65)

Splice (σ = 5.5)

Optimal C

5.2

4.3

0.4

Test Error

10.4%

1.78%

9.47%

VC Bound

39.9%

15.8%

48%

Span Bound

12.5%

5.35%

11.4%

5-fold CV

12.8%

1.98%

9.5%

also linear inseparable as discussed in the original paper. and the objective
of our training is how to recognize the true pairs from huge false pairs. One
way to classify the data set is to classify all the samples to be false pairs and
the training and test error can be both under 5% !! However, we know this
is wrong as this classifier does not provide any information to recognize the
true pairs. Therefore, the low training or test error does not indicate a good
performance in this special problem. One way to deal with this problem is
to use the weighted error function1 . i.e., to add more punishment for the
error that have a true pair classified as a false pair2 . Another way to deal
with this problem is to choose the training data set carefully using some
feature selection methods. the second approach is used in this chapter.
In order to do the classification, we first preprocess the data set. and then
divide the false pairs into two subsets. One has 19619 patterns, the other
has 15487 patterns. Since There are only 1551 true pairs, we just randomly
choose different number of true pairs in the training and test data. the
result are reported in table (7.6). Table (7.6) shows that the third training
1
2

also called energy function.
This kind of error is called first type error in statistics
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Table 7.6: Computing Results for different samples using LSVM
Patterns Training Error Test Error Training/real

test/real

20869

0.0101

0.06

1040/1250

1263/301

16288

0.0423

0.033

91/800

71/751

20419∗

0.0084∗

0.0087∗

628/800

893/751

Table 7.7: Computing Results using Different Models
Models

Training Error Test Error training/real

test/real

Linear

0.025

0.043

298/800

56/751

Quadratic

0.021

0.047

376/800

0/751

SVM

0.0084∗

0.0087∗

628/800

893/751

set has the best performance. This training data set has 19619 false pairs
and 800 true pairs. Both the training and test error are below 0.009 (less
than 1%). The number of training true pairs is 628 which is roughly 80% of
the number of real true pairs. The number of test true pairs is 893 which
has roughly 142/751 = 18.9% misclassifications for the true pairs.
The comparison of different model performance are given in Table (7.7). All
experiments are using the same training sample set with 20419 patterns.
Then, why SVM has the best performance? One of the explanation could
be that the soft margin SVM have the regularization term C, so it can deal
with inseparable data set efficiently.
Finally, I want to say, sometimes a simple model can solve a complex
problem efficiently as long as it has regularization. Our LSVM algorithm
only has 10 line matlab codes and it is very fast and needs only several
minutes to converge.
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7.5

Conclusions

Support vector machine is a powerful tool in solving classification and
regression problems. The algorithms we introduced in this chapter are easy
to use and can solve large SVM problem without using any optimization
package. Adapting related parameters in SVMs can improve the
performance of SVM and reduce the generalization (test) error. Future
works may include multi-class SVMs and data selection for SVMs.
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Chapter 8
Discussion and Conclusions
We have presented several regression and classification methods for data
mining along with several challenging real world data mining applications.
First we describe a method for nonparametric regression which combines
regression tree, kernel functions and subset selections(both vertical and
horizontal) together. We make use of Dr. Bozdogan’s new information
criteria for the subset selections and overfitting control. We demonstrate
the features of this new method and apply it to some real world problems.
Very good results have been achieved.
Second, we propose to incorporate full covariance matrices into the kernel
basis functions and estimate the relative parameters using Expectation
Maximization (EM) algorithm . We combine kernel function, regression
tree, new information criteria, and EM algorithm all together. Experiment
results using time series and other real life data show that the new
approach outperforms the traditional RBF network methods.
Third, we introduce a new class of kernel functions and try to combine EM
, kmean, and new kernels together. Instead of using linear output and least
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square error function, we introduce nonlinear sigmoid function and cross
entropy error function into RBF networks. The resulting network is easy to
use , and has favorable classification accuracy. Experiments show that our
new model has better performance than logistic regression in binary
classification and has equivalent performance in multiple classification
compared with MLP and other neural network classification tools.
Next, we deal with modeling or extracting information from an unlabeled
data samples. In many real world applications appropriate preprocessing
transformations of high dimensional input data can increase overall
performance of algorithms. Feature extraction tries to find a compact
description of the interesting features of the data. This can be useful for
visualization of higher dimensional data in two or three dimensions or for
data compression. It can also be applied as a preprocessing step which
enables to reduce the dimension of the data to be handled by a subsequent
model. In this contribution we propose an expectation maximization
approach for performing kernel principal component analysis. Moreover we
introduce an online algorithm of EM for PCA. We show this to be a
computationally efficient method especially when the number of data points
is large. Our computing results show that kernel PCA using EM algorithm
provides a alternative tool to compute PCA. It can give huge saving in
computing time especially when we try to extract small number of
eigenvalues from large data set.
Finally, Support Vector Machines (SVM) was originally designed for
regression and binary classification. It promises to give good generalization
and has been applied to various tasks. The basic idea behind SVMs is to do
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the classification through solving a nonlinear(quadratic) programming. In
the final part of the thesis, we explore the trade-off between maximum
margin and classification errors and do the experiments to estimate the
best kernel parameters. We also give some LSVM algorithms without using
constrained quadratic programming packages. Experiments show that
tuning the kernel parameters will help control the complexity of the SVMs
and improve their generalizations.
There are some future works to be done. First, further theoretical and
experimental study on the statistical properties of support vector machine
is needed. It will be a great accomplishment if one can provide an
information criteria for SVMs. Second, nonlinear kernel principle
component regression and classification may be studied as an application of
kernel PCA. Third, more applications of EM algorithm, information criteria
and some optimization tools in neural networks and SVMs needs to be
investigated. The properties of kernel functions and feature spaces need to
be explored more clearly. Finally, we can study the applications of these
new techniques in finance, operations and information management and
marketing in the near future.
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Appendix
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Datasets Studied
A total of 12 datasets have been studied in this research. Most datasets are
mainly used for evaluation purpose only. Unless stated otherwise, they can
be download from UCI Repository of Machine Learning Database,
http://www.ics.uci.edu/ MLRRepository.html. The descriptions are about
the actual datasets we used. They may be different from the original
datasets because of records with missing values.
Boston Housing Dataset: This dataset is about the house price in
Boston Suburb. It has 506 points each points has 13 numeric and binary
attributes. This data is used for estimating the price.
Irish Plant Dataset: This is a classical dataset first studied by Fisher.
It contains 150 points, each has 4 numeric attributes. The data points are
classified into 3 classes. One class is linearly separable from other two, but
the other two are not.
Digital Dataset: This digital datset has 100 training examples and 400
test examples. where each sample has 64 dimensions and all the values are
0’s or 1’s. The digits in the training and test data are ”3”s and ”5”s. We
have assigned y = 1 for all ”3”s and y = −1 for all ”5”s
Banana Dataset: This is a benchmark dataset given by Raetsch. it has
2 input variables, 400 training, and 4900 test examples. This data can be
download at http://ida.first.gmd.de/ raetsch/data/benchmarks.htm.
Image Dataset I: This is another benchmark data set given by Raetsch.
This data has 18 variables, 1300 training samples and 1010 test data.
Spice Dataset: This is the third benchmark dataset given by Raetsch.
This data has 1000 training samples and 2175 test data.
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Image Dataset II: This is gray image dataset. It contains 1900 sample
data which belong to 10 different class(number 0 - 9). and another 100
samples are used for testing.
Credit Screening Data: This dataset contains each of 690 applicant
case histories. It contains 15 features describing the applicant plus the class
label indicates whether or not a default ultimately occurred. The meaning
of the feature is confidential for propriety reasons. Only 6 features were
used in the experiments reported here. After omitting the cases having
missing features, we use 666 observations in the experiments. In all the
experiment, the data was randomly partitioned in 100 different ways into
400 training data and 266 test examples.
Hermite Data: This is one dimensional toy data from
2

y = 1 + (1 − x − 2X 2 )e −X to train the neural network, we artificially
choose 100 samples and add Gaussian noise to the data set. Then we test
the results using 1000 samples without noise.
Environmental Data: This dataset is given by Dr. Bozdogan. It
includes one dependent variable and four independent variables. total
sample size is 13.
Friedman toy Data: This is a bench mark dataset given by Friedman.
X is a 10 dimensional matrix and y is generated by the following nonlinear
function:
1
y = 10sin(πx1 x2 ) + 20(x3 − )2 + 10x4 + 5x5 + ε
2
Where ε is a random noise. The true dimension of X used to produce y is
5. Two train data sets with size of 100 and 200 alternatively are used to do
the subset selection, Another test data of size 1000 is generated to test the
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performance of the model.
Thread Score Dataset: This is a huge thread score dataset given by Dr.
Xu from ORNL. The data set for threading scores have 36657 samples and
only 1551 true pairs. This dataset has 20 variables.
Other Toy Datasets: There are some other toy datasets produced by
myself.
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